
ATTACHMENT A-I 

A RESOLUTION ADOPTING A 

STATEMENT EXPLAINING THE BOARD OF ALDERMEN'S REASONS FOR ADOPTING AN 


AMENDMENT TO THE ZONING MAP OF THE CARRBORO LAND USE ORDINANCE 


WHEREAS, an amendment to the map of the Carrboro Land Use Ordinance has been proposed, 
which amendment is described or identified as follows: An ordinance amending the zoning classification 
for the property known as 810 Old Fayetteville Road (Orange County PIN 9779017345 and 
9779017407) from R-20 to R-2-CU 

NOW THEREFORE, the Board of Aldermen of the Town of Carrboro resolves: 

Section 1. The Board concludes that the above described amendment is consistent with 
the noted sections ofCarrboro Vision2020: 2.22 related to the preservation of the natural 
environment, 2.52 related to diversity of housing. 

Section 2. The Board concludes that its adoption of the above described amendment is 
reasonable and in the public interest because the Town seeks to support development 
carried out in a manner that is related to preservation of the natural environment and 
contributes to the diversity ofhousing. 

Section 3. This resolution becomes effective upon adoption. 

This the day of___________, 20_. 


Ayes: 

Noes: 

Abstentions: 
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ATTACHMENT A-2 

A RESOLUTION ADOPTING A 
STATE1VIENT EXPLAINING THE BOARD OF ALDERMEN'S REASONS FOR REJECTING AN 

AMENDMENT TO THE ZONING MAP OF THE CARRBORO LAND USE ORDINANCE 

WHEREAS, an anlendment to the map of the Carrboro Land Use Ordinance has been proposed, 
which amendment is described or identified as follows: An ordinance amending the zoning classification 
for the property known as 810 Old Fayetteville Road (Orange County PIN 9779017345 and 
9779017407) from R-20 to R-2-CU 

NOW THEREFORE, the Board ofAldermen ofthe Town ofCarrboro Resolves: 

Section 1. The Board concludes that the above described amendment is not consistent with 
adopted policies. 

Section 2. The Board concludes that its rejection of the above described anlendment is 
reasonable and in the public interest because existing zoning classifications are appropriate. 

Section 3. This resolution becomes effective upon adoption. 

This the __ day of_______, 20_. 

Ayes: 
Noes: 
Abstentions: 
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The following ordinance was introduced by Aldermen __________ and 
duly seconded by Aldermen ____________ 

AN ORDINANCE AMENDING THE CARRBORO ZONING MAP TO REZONE 

APPROXIMA TEL Y 4.66 ACRES OF LAND KNOWN AS THE SUSTAINABLE 


PROPERTIES LLC PROPERTY FROM R-20 TO R-2-CU 


* * DRAFT 4-07-11 ** 

THE BOARD OF ALDERMEN OF THE TOWN OF CARRBORO ORDAINS: 

SECTION 1. The Official Zoning Map of the Town of Carrboro is hereby amended as 
follows: 

That properties being described on Orange County Land Records System as: 

Parcel Identification Numbers 9779017345 and 9779017407, in the Chapel Hill 
Township, and being the area that is called out on the accompanying map as "810 
Old Fayetteville Road" is hereby rezoned from R-20 to R-2-CU. 

SECTION 2. All provisions of any Town ordinance in conflict with this ordinance are 
hereby repealed. 

SECTION 3. This ordinance shall become effective upon adoption. 

The foregoing ordinance having been submitted to a vote, received the following vote 
and was duly adopted, this the day of 2011 

AYES: 
NOES: 
ABSENT OR EXCUSED: 
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MEMORANDUM 


TO: Mr. George Overholt 

cc: Roy Williford, AICP, Planning Director 
Mike Brough, Town Attorney 

FROM: 	 Martin Roupe, Development Review Administrator0g 

DATE: 	 April 18, 2008 

SUBJECT: 	 Information and Responses Related to Pine Grove Mobile Home Park 
Conversion Project 

At your request, I am writing to provide information and responses reacting to multiple 
letters, emails, and conversations we have had about the possible conversion of the mobile home 
park into a 'site built' community. The subject lot is approximately 2.8 acres, and is identified as 
810 Old Fayetteville Road and as Orange County Tax Map Number 7.108 . .32. Even though you 
currently also own the lot directly north and adjacent, it is my understanding that your desire is for 
this letter and the possible project to focus only on the previously identified lot. Thank you for your 
patience awaiting this letter. This is a somewhat unusual request and it has been necessary to give 
considerable thought to several related matters. 

As you know, the Zoning Division (ZD) already has tentatively agreed to the concept of removing 
mobile homes and replacing them with site built homes subject to terms that are not yet fully 
realized. In short, the general idea of putting site built homes in place is acceptable, but the details 
regarding how the project will be realized are not yet fully resolved. Certain items and matters are 
further discussed below. After considering, please feel free to contact me to discuss further and / or 
move forward with plan preparation, etc. 

• 	 As you know, the property contains a unified residential development consisting of a 
nonconforming number of dwelling units with respect to the current zoning (R-20). It is 
possible and perhaps even likely that several other nonconforming situations will be 
identified as you move forward and create a detailed site plan for the desired project. That 
said the ZD has determined that you n1ay change housing types within the same 'use 
category' (Le.: Use 1.100, Single Family Residences). This category contains both n10bile 
homes (Use. 1.122 and 1.123) and at least one site built/modular home (Use 1.121); therefore the 
change-over is not considered a change in use. As discussed, you therefore may replace - one
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ATTACHMENT C-2 

for-one - the mobile homes with newly-constructed site built homes. The number of 
replacement homes shall be in accordance with the number identified in the court case 
paperwork. I do not have the paperwork in front of me, but believe the nunlber we have 
discussed is 39. Also of note, subdividing the property in any way (if found to be acceptable) 
places the project in a different land use category and would require a Conditional Use Permit 
based on the number of dwelling units involved. I believe this last point is moot considering 
you have stated that the project will remain unified, but I wanted to remind you of it for the 
record. 

• 	 The replacement of mobile homes typically requires issuance of a zoning permit (ZP) and 
that is what we have generally discussed and expect to issue with respect to construction of 
site built homes. The exact nlanner in which we will issue permits is not entirely clear yet 
though, and it is still possible that the ZD will determine that some other permit is necessary. 
This does not, however, discount the conclusion reached above that the homes may be 
replaced. 

• 	 The ZD also has tentatively agreed to a maximum replacement home size of 1,350 square 
feet. This agreement is based largely on the language of Section 15-124(el), which indicates 
in part that replacement homes may not be more than 50% larger than the existing home or 
500 square feet larger, whichever is greater. Separately, LUO Section 15-130 (specifically 
related to mobile home parks) establishes that mobile homes, in particular, may be replaced 
with no specific maximum replacement size mentioned. While one may argue that Section . 
15-124(el) applies here as well, replacement homes could incrementally grow larger over 
time, since 15-130 does not establish any kind of 'baseline' from which the Town would then 
limit the size of replacement homes. Not many mobile home parks exist in Carrboro, and the 
LUO clearly regulates them, in part, in a different way than typical developments. 

That said and as we discussed in person and via email, you potentially could replace any 
given mobile home with a different mobile home at least 850 square feet (sf) in size. Doing 
so would allow you to then replace such mobile home with the desired site built home size of 
1,350 sf. And so, as you suggested - rather than "playa game" by moving an 850 sf from 
site to site, the ZD tentatively agrees to simply agree to allow the specified maximum home 
size on the site. Also of note, 15-124(el) limits replacement homes to a maximum of three 
bedrooms or the number of bedrooms contained in the existing home, whichever is greater. 

• 	 The ZD understands that you will move forward with preparing a site plan to fully detail 
what you desire to do on the site. This site plan mllst disclose all necessary details such as 
the expected timing / phasing / etc of construction activities, must conform to current LUO 
standards in situations where something 'new' is proposed on the site, and must make it clear 
that the extent of any existing nonconformities is not increased in any way. Regarding the 
nonconformities portion, what we have discussed is that you will either leave such situations 
in place as they are or will work to lessen the extent of the nonconformity. This letter will 
not attempt to identify or disclose all such nonconformities, but a couple of matters we have 
discussed, by way of example, include placing new utility lines underground (as required by 
LUO) and either maintaining or increasing the amount of open space on the property (which 
may / may not currently be less than the 40% required if the project were proposed today). 
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• 	 It is not clear at this point, but the ZD acknowledges that we have discussed on occasion the 
possible need to apply for one or nlore LUO text amendments to realize the project. The ZD 
does not intend to suggest that such an application definitely will be necessary. Rather, we 
acknowledge and suggest that as the project moves forward it may I may not become clear 
that such a request may be beneficial with respect to realizing your ultimate vision. In short, 
that is a long-winded way of reminding you that the ZD is constrained by what the LUO does 
I does not allow. Even if we potentially agree that something you desire to do would be an 
'improvement,' we can only allow the change ifpermitted by the LUO. 

• 	 The ZD and you have discussed informally but at some length what LUO stormwater 
standards may apply to the proposed redevelopment. At one point the ZD mentioned 
exploring the possibility of limiting the 'amount of construction at any given time to under 
5,000 square feet because that is the LUO's current disturbance threshold for requiring water 
quality treatment and additional measures for stormwater mitigation. Upon further 
consideration and consultation with the Town Attorney, I now must inform you that such 
measures will be necessary if your project in total- disturbs more than 5,000 sf of land. In 
short, the LUO specifically recognizes and disallows the possibility that an applicant might 
attempt to circumvent the requirements by doing a project in pieces, with no particular piece 
crossing the 5,000 sf threshold. To be clear, I anl not suggesting that was your intent. In 
fact, let me explicitly say that I openly discussed the matter with you rather than you bringing 
the idea to me. That said it is now clear that it would be inappropriate and probably seen as 
circumventing the LUO to consider your project in pieces. Rather, please move forward 
continuing to disclose the full extent ofwhat you desire to do (as you have been doing). 

From all that I have seen, itseems practically impossible to think you can realize your project 
disturbing less than 5,000 sf. In effect, this means you very likely will need to meet the 
stormwater quality provisions of LUO Section 15-263. I know from our conversations that 
you are not necessarily opposed to doing so, as it is a more environmentally-sensitive way to 
complete the project. It seems pretty clear that the end result will be cleaner stormwater 
leaving than the current situation, especially if the overall amount of impervious surface is 
less than what exists. I commend your apparent willingness to adhere to the current 
stormwater quality requirements, but also include a note of caution: please keep in mind as 
you complete the site plan that you must treat the entire amount of disturbed land. That in 
mind I encourage you, for multiple reasons such as costs and environmental sensitivity, to 
minimize the amount of land disturbance proposed to the greatest extent possible. 

Lastly, I believe you have mentioned to me that you would be comfortable not beginning 
replacing homes until the Town agrees to and approves the site plan. Note that approval in 
this case includes stormwater features and so we may want to discuss further how quickly 
you can engage a civil engineer and move the site design process forward. As you know, the 
Town's stormwater review process involves much detail and potentially can be time 
consuming. 

• 	 The ZD's conclusion regarding stormwater may re-open the possibility of creating a one-way 
drive around the perimeter of the site and the Town is willing to discuss the idea further. 
However, I must caution that I still have concerns with the idea including but not limited to 
the following: 
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o 	 Routing the drive onto the adjacent property brings into question whether the other 
property is directly implicated and as a result becomes a part of this development. If 
so, I am not yet sure how this potentially affects many of the conclusions we have 
drawn up to now. 

o 	 Regarding the above bullet point about stormwater treatment, this drive entails much 
disturbance of the land and therefore may greatly increase the financial costs (i.e.: 
costs to build treatment devices) and physical costs (i.e.: actual land on which to 
construct treatment devices). The ZD does not intend to interfere with pro forma 
matters, but I do strongly encourage you to consider the matter in detail before 
making a strong push to include the road. 

o 	 It is not clear to me whether the road will meet applicable LUO Standards (widths, 
turning radii, etc) and / or NCDOT driveway permitting standards. 

• 	 Other points to consider and reply with information: Do you intend to sell the individual 
units as condominiums? If so, then at the appropriate time please submit owner's association 
documents for review by the Town Attorney. Among other items, these documents must 
address the care and maintenance of the stormwater facilities created through the 
redevelopment project. 

• 	 To remind, this letter does not represent a comprehensive review of what sections of the 
LUO may apply to your project, nor does it represent in any way what other Town 
representatives, outside agencies, etc may say about the project (i.e.: building code, OWASA, 
NCDOT, etc - not contemplated in writing this letter). The letter only attempts to summarize 
and record our meetings and discussions to date regarding certain specific topics, though it 
does include some additional information that came to light while considering other matters. 
Once you submit a fornlal site plan and application / proposal, the ZD will distribute the 
information to necessary agencies for a formal review of their rules, regulations, and policies, 
and the ZD will complete a thorough review of the LUO as it pertains to the project. 
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• Addendum to AWlication Form 

7 a) The proposed uses in the new district are in keeping with the existing character ofthe area. 
,Namely, as opposed to the existing 'situation, the proposed plan will feature small, single family 
homes with architectural elements tluit pull from the mill*house influences of Carrboro's origin. 
TheSe elements will serve to reinforce the character ofthe community, while the innovative 
sustainability features will enhance the community's progressive image. 

7 b) The property is an existing non-conformity upheld by comt case and given the right to 
redevelop in essentially the same way as being proposed. The location near schools, parks~ 
shopping, and public transit make it an ideal parcel for the type ofpedestrian-oriented, green 
community being proposed. Additionally, the new district would allow the site,to enter 
conformity and homeowners to O'Wll homes on fee simple lots with conforming loans. This 
situation is more representative of the situation on the ground than a development scenario 
without the requested rezoning . 

• 7 c) Nearby buildings willlikeJy be unaffected by the rezoning itself as the parcel already has the 
development rights to build something very similar to what is being proposed. Build-out of the 
proposed plan, however, will assuredly result in a significant increase in property values around 
the community. Site-built, single-family homes built on pennanent foundations in a well .. 
designed, sustainable community provide a more desirable situation for neighbors than the aging 
trailer park, which has numerous major maintenance issues and significant negative externalities 
surrounding the myriad ofexisting non-conformities. All of these non-confonnities, although not 
required to be corrected under a CUP application a1one~ are being corrected under the proposed 
plan. 

7 d) A rezoning brings the property into compliance with the current rules and regulations of the 
town, and assures that 'the to'WD. will have control ofpotential future development on the site. The 
proposed plan has been arrived at after extensive di scussion with town plamringand represents 
what the developers believe to be the highest and best use of the land for both the future residents 
and the community at large. Single family homes are the nonn in the area in which the parcel is 
situated, and the planned commWlity features numerous elements that the town has purported to 

• 

desire (see Vision 2020 write-up below) . 
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The Rezoning and Vision2020 •
The following is a point by point analysis of how Veridia's proposed plan aligns with the Vision 
2020 document and helps Carrboro realize its goals for development in the first leg of the 21st 
century. 

1.12 ~ The town should contInue to maintain existing parks and anticipate the need for more 
parks and recreationjacilities. There should be a park or play field within walking distance oj 
every residence in Carrboro. 

The new site plan provides a 20,000 square foot play field that would pot be required under the 
grandfathered development rights. We are additionally offering a Children's play area and a 
ConnnWlity House that will collectively far exceed the recreation points necessary for the 
community. 

1.14 - Recreation programming should be expandert with a broader range ojprogrammingjor 
all interests and age. groups (youth, adults, and seniors). Carrboro citizens express a strong 
desire for a town pooll an outdoor theatre/amphitheater. soccer fields, dance space, and a 
gymnasium. There should be music In the parks regularly, lots ofactivity at the Century Centerl • 

and a kids 1 park. 

The new site plan offers over 30% open space, 10% more than required for an R2 zone and more 
than is required to meet the threshold of not "making an existing non-confonnity worse", as there 
is very little open space present on the parcel currently. The new open space. is to be native 
landscaped and improved for bike and pedestrian traffic as well as featuring a vegetable garden, 

collectively making the space much more functional for the intended purpose ofproviding usable 
outdoor spaces for the residents of Carrboro. 

2.11 .lnfdl development should take, place in a manner that fulfills the town's goals and 
enhances neighboring areas. Th£ town should develop poliCies that mitigate the adverse impact 
ofinfill development. with particular consideration given to roads. sidewalks, and aesthetic 
compatibility. The town should develop a process to mediate disagreements between developers 
and residents ofexisting neighborhoods. 

Verietia is an infiU project, and unquestionably enhances neighboring areas, providing housing 
that is in the same character (small detached single family residences) as surrounding areas and 
providing significant improvements in infrastructure through additional sidewalks, bike paths, • 
and access to sewer services along Old Fayettville for neighbors. The aesthetic of the Veridia 

• 
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• conununity is a mill house style very much in keeping with the downto"Wn Carrboro trend and the 
community itself surrounds a pedestrian commons with garden space and bike and pedestrian 
acces s as the top priorities. 

2.12 - The town should limit development in sensUive areas such as the watershefi; wetlands, and 
other areas the development ofwhich could adversely affect water supplies and habitat. The 
town's restrictions on development within the University La/r.e Watershed should be retained and 
enforced. 

Veridia is not located within an ecologically sensitive area, and is managing water use and runoff 
creation much more effectively than in the existing situation, 

2.21 ~ The Town should continue to require the preservation and maintenance ofopen space 
when land is developed, to enforce restraints on clear-cutting, and to require adequate buffers. 

Veridia is increasing open space area and quality significantly from the existing situation,·as 
discussed in 1.14. 

• 2.22 - Where development is deemed acceptable, there should be well defined dense development 
with areas ofwell preserved open space. 

The Veridia development is quite dense as compared to surrounding areas as a result of the 
grandfathered density of the site and is providing the maximal amount and ftmctionality of open 
space possible on the site, having arranged the homes as space efficiently as possible. 

2.23 - The town encourages the planting 0/native plant species. as well as non-native species 
that are not invasive. Removal o/invasive species is encouraged The town supports education 
on this topic and encourages the public to become aware o/the list ofinvasive plant species 
found in Appendix E-J7 o/the Town afCarrboro Land Use Ordinance. 

Veridia is utilizing an entirely native planting scheme. 

• 
2.42 - Development throughout Carrboro should be consistent with its distinctive town 
character. The town sh()uld adhere to policies that limit the widening ofroads, encourage 
plantings alongside roadsJ preserve historic areas, buildings and older neighborhoods, and 
retain unspoiled green spaces and other natural areas. 
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We feel that Veridia is very consistent with the distinctive character of Carrboro, combining mill • 
style architecture with a sus1ainabllity ethos, maximal open/garden space, pedestrian and bike 
accessibility, and ready access to public transport, limiting the traffic impact and need for 
additional transportation infrastructure in the to\Vll. 

2.52 - The town should continue to require the construction ofa diverse housing stock 

Veridia is providing housing for a significantly unclerserved section ofthe mar~et in the Chapel 
Hill/Carrboro area. Veridia's homes will come in at just under $300,000 in an area where new 
dethatched-home developments contain largely only $450,000 plus homes with a limited number 
of subsidized, income restricted) and typically very small "affordable housing'~ stock. This 
effectively shuts out a large section ofthe market with moderate income that would love to live 
in the area but cannot afford a halfmillion dollar home and doesn't qualify for the income 
restricted housing. Veridia offers a housing option to this section ofthe market while also 
providing a livable home on a reasonable scale and a significant nwnber of sustainability 
featllles, both of which are uncommon in existing development in the area. 

2.53 - Careful attention should be paid to the carrying capacity ofthe existing infrastructure as • 
growth occurs. 

As an infill project~ the additional impact on the town's infrastructure is minimal, in some cases 
negative, and is offset by an estimated 1200% increase in the tax base~ 

4.51 - The town should continue /0 require developers to install sidewalks and bicycle paths in 
new developments. 

The Veridia development will center on a light duty bike and pedestrian path that connects with 
the sidewalk and bike paths on Old Fayetteville Rd. It will also contain a sidewalk and access 
route that will (pending securing an easement from a neighbor or the development ofthe 
neighboring parcel) connect bike and pedestrian traffic from Old Fayetteville to Rainbow Dr.. 

4.52 - New developments ~hould bear the costs ofupgrading connector and arterial facilities in 
the areas adjacent to their properties to the extent appropriate, including upgrades to serve 
pedestrians and bicycles, given the added load to the infrastructure and anticipated use of 
facilities. 

• 
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As infill project this additional impact is minimal, however Veridia is providing additional bike• and pedestrian connectivity as mentio~ed in 4.51·that will connect to the newly upgraded Old 
Fayetteville Rd sidewalk and bike pat}:is. 

5.11 - The town should aim to recycl~ all solid waste as a uNo Waste;' communityJ and should 
devise strategies to minimize landfill waste. The town should encourage source reduction 
through all available means (e.g. mandatory or ('pay as you throw U collection ofrecyclables). 

Veridia will be actively minimizing solid waste generated from the demolition and construction 
process as a significant part of our pursuit of OUf third party '~Green Certifications." Trailers that 
are structurally solid enough to move will be reused, those that are not '?fill be stripped for 
appliances and recyclable materials, with the hulk:s being dismantled and recycled as well. 
During construction recyclable and reusable waste will be separated as part of the requirements 
ofthe Green Building Initiative Certification and LEBD for Neighborhoods. 

• 
5.21 - Ca"boro should work with OWASA to develop the poliCies and infrastructure necessary 
for water conservation (e.g. encourage the re-use ofgrey water, replacingfixtures with low-jlow 
models, and collecting stormwater for watering gardens). 

Veridia will endeavor to mi:Qimize water conswnption as a community through rainwater capture 
and reuse at each home as well as for the community garden and through low flow fixtures 
which are to be installed standard in ~ery home. 

5.23 • Carrboro should be proactive in managing its slormwaterl promoting active maintenance 
offacilities, reducing impacts ofincreased impervious surface, and minimizing impacts on 
waterways. 

Veridia has a comprehensive stormwater management plan as required by the town which 
eliminates potential externalities resulting from stonnwater draining from the site. The 
development will also be rectifying an existing issue with stonnwater runoff from McDougle 
which is affecting a neighbor as part ofour proposed plan. 

• 
5.41 ~ The town should encourage the reduction ofwaste materials in tM course o/new 
construction or renovation. The town should promote

l 
be a leader in, and require, where 

practical, the use ofrecycled building materials, recycling plans/or construction and demolition 
materials, and the extent to which ttgreen building'l techniques are being employed 
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In addition to th~ items discussed in 5.11, Veridia's developers intend to offer recycled • 
components as part of their base home model and are Wlquestionably exceeding any expectations 
the town may have for "green building techniques." 

5.51 - The town should publicly promote every available means ofenergy conservation. The 
town IS own alternative and renewable energy targets should include passive and active solar. 
and composted waste co-generation to fuel public vehicles and the heating oftown. facilities 

The Veridiaproject will be an exceptionally energy efficient community with additional 
insulation, efficient heating and cooling systems and appliances, solar thennal hot water heaters, 
a 100kW active solar photovoltaic array and numerous other features. 

6.11 - Town policy should accomodate a variety ofhousing styles~ sizes and pricing. It should 
also address issues ofdensity~ funding and rezoning to allow for more non-detached housing. 
mixed-use deveZopmentJ and communal living options. 

As discussed in 2.52 the Veridia community is filling an underserved section of the market with 
a unique, relatively affordable, small, sustainable housing option. •6..16 - With our growing population 0/senior citizens. the town should support the creation of 
more housing that allows our senior citizens to interact fully with the larger community. Senior 
access to public transit will become -an increasingly important concern. 

A significant number (14) ofVeridia's homes are designed with the master bedroom on the first 
floor with the intent of making them viable for elderly residents. These residents will appreciate 
the pedestrian orientation ofthe community which provides for more spontaneous interaction 
with other commWlity mem~rs. The community as a whole has fantastic access to public 
transport with the central pathway cOJmecting directly to the bus stop located immediately 
outside the development. 

• 
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TOWN OF CARRBORO 

NORTH CAROLINA 

STAFF REPORT 

TO: Steve Stewart, Town Manager 
Mayor and Board of Aldemlen 

FROM: Patricia 1. McGuire, Planning Administrator 

DATE: April 21, 2011 

SUBJECT: R-2-CU District Rezoning Request - 810 Old Fayetteville Road 

REQUEST 

Sustainable Properties, LLC has submitted a petition to have the zoning of 4.66 
acres of land changed from R-20 to R-2-CU (R-2 conditional use district). The two 
tracts that make up the property which is the subject of this request are currently 
addressed as 810 Old Fayetteville Road and are also known by Orange County parcel 
identification numbers 9779017345 and 9779017407. Since the request involves less 
than five tracts of land in single ownership, the amendment constitutes a "minor" map 
amendment as defined in Section 15-320 (b) of the Carrboro Land Use Ordinance. 

A conditional use rezoning request involves the simultaneous review of a 
conditional use permit application for the site specific development of the property at 810 
Old Fayetteville Road. Access to the site is provided via frontage along Old Fayetteville 
Road. See map and site plan attached to the Zoning Division staff report for details and 
location map. 

PETITIONERS 

Sustainable Properties, LLC 

OWNERS 

Same 

DESCRIPTION OF THE AREA 

The property is located on the east side of Old Fayetteville Road, south of the 
McDougle schools complex, approximately one-half mile north of Carrboro Plaza. The 
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property is located just east of the ridgeline separating the Morgan and Bolin Creek basins. 
The property has been the site of a mobile home park for many years. 

ADJACENT LAND USES AND ZONING 

The existing land uses and zoning adjacent to the subject property are shown in 
conditional use permit staff report and permit plans. A comparison of permitted uses in the 
existing vs. proposed zoning districts is not included in this report; the conditional use 
permit seeks only permission for an architecturally integrated subdivision of thirty-nine 
single-family residences, substituting for the thirty-nine mobile homes on site. 

ZONING HISTORY OF 810 OLD FAYETTEVILLE ROAD 

R-20 1986 to present 
A-R Prior to 1986 

COMPARISON OF ZONES 

R-20 District (Existing) 

Section 15-135 (a) of the Land Use Ordinance provides the following description: 

The purpose of each of the foregoing residential districts is to secure for the 
persons who reside there a comfortable, healthy, safe, and pleasant environment in 
which to live, sheltered from incompatible and disruptive activities that properly 
belong in non-residential districts. 

The R-20 is a residential zoning district to be developed at a minimum density of 20,000 
square feet per dwelling unit. 

R-2 Conditional Use (R-2- CU) Zoning District (Proposed) 

The R-2 conditional use district and twenty other conditional use districts were included 
in a new section, Article IX, Section 15-141.3, of the Land Use Ordinance in 2004 to 
provide more opportunities for rezoning requests throughout the town's jurisdiction in 
association with site-specific development proposals. Development standards and 
permitted uses are based on the standard zones on which these districts are mirrored. The 
bulk of the review of such a request involves the particulars of the site plan/conditional 
use permit application. Section 15-135(a) quoted above also provides the following 
description for the general zoning district upon which this conditional use district is 
based. This district is residential in nature. The R-2 is a residential zoning district to be 
developed at a minimum density of 2,000 square feet per dwelling unit. The conditional 
use permit application staff report and permit plans provide details of the compliance of 
the project with the requirements of the R-2 zoning district. 
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The applicant has included information on the circumstances related to the property and 
the community that demonstrates the appropriateness of the zoning change in the Petition 
for Change of Zoning. Compliance with the particulars of Section 15-141.3 that can be 
evaluated is noted below. 

Provision Status 
1. The conditional use zoning districts established in this section may be 
applied to property only in response to a petition signed by all the owners :i 
of the property to be included within such district 
2. The uses permissible within a conditional use zoning district 
established herein, and the regulations applicable to property within such :i 
a district, shall be those uses that are permissible within and those 
regulations that are applicable to the general use zoning district to which 
the conditional use district corresponds, except as otherwise provided in 
this section 
3. Subject to subsection (f), all uses that are permissible in the conditional Y 
use zoning district shall require the issuance of a conditional use permit. 
4. The applicant shall simultaneously submit a conditional use permit y 
application showing how the applicant proposes to develop the entirety of 
the property covered in the rezoning petition. 
5. The rezoning and conditional use permit applications shall be processed y 
and reviewed concurrently 
6. The Board ofAldermen shall simultaneously conduct a public hearing Scheduled for April 
on the rezoning and conditional use permit applications, in accordance 26th 
with the procedures applicable to other conditional use permit 
applications 
7. If the Board concludes in the exercise of its legislative discretion that To be determined 
the proposed rezoning would not be consistent with the public health, following public 
safety, or welfare, it may deny the application in accordance with the hearing on April 
same procedures applicable to any ordinance amendment request 26th 
8. If the Board approves the rezoning request, it shall then vote on 
whether to issue the conditional use permit. Such permit may be issued "" 
subject to reasonable conditions and requirements as set forth in Section 
15-59. 

EVALUATION 

Carrboro Vision2020 presents the policies that are expected to guide the Town's growth 
and development through the year 2020. Selected references of specific relevance to this 
rezoning request are noted below. The applicant has noted consistency of the proposed 
project with Vision2020 policies in an addendum to the rezoning petition. 

Policy # Vision2020 Policy Statement 
2.22 Preservation of the Natural Environment. Where development is deemed acceptable, 

there should be well defmed dense development with areas of well preserved open space. 
The development sets aside and preserves open space. 

2.52 The town should continue to require the construction of a diverse housing stock. The 
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Policy # Vision2020 Policy Statement 
development proposes a wide range ofsustainability features which are unavailable in 
most developments in Carrboro. 

5.41 The town should encourage the reduction of waste materials in the course of new 
construction or renovation. The town should promote, be a leader in, and require, where 
practical, the use of recycled building materials, recycling plans for construction and 
demolition materials, and the extent to which "green building" techniques are being 
employed. The development proposes a wide range ofsustainability features which are 
unavailable in most developments in Carrboro. 

Ordinance Provisions Regarding Rezoning Decisions 

Per Section 15-324, when the hearing on this item concludes, the Board may proceed to 
vote on the proposed ordinance, or may take other actions consistent with its usual rules 
ofprocedure. Action should be taken as expeditiously as practicable since inordinate 
delays can result in the petitioner incurring unnecessary costs. Prior to adopting or 
rejecting an amendment, the Board shall adopt a statement describing the consistency of 
its action with any applicable officially adopted plan and explaining why the action is 
considered reasonable and in the public interest. Board members shall not vote on any 
amendment where the outcome is reasonably likely to have a direct, substantial, and 
readily identifiable financial impact on the member. 

Section 15-325 of the Land Use Ordinance specifies that the principle issue before the 
Board of Aldermen in making a rezoning decision is "whether the proposed amendment 
advances the public health, safety or welfare." The Board of Aldermen is obligated to 
disregard advantages or disadvantages to the individual requesting the change and must 
consider the impact of the proposed change on the public at large. 

Findings 

1. 	 Adopted policies support the establishment of conditional use districts. 
2. 	 The amount of developed square footage and the intensity of land use of this 

property are not significantly increased by the proposed development. 
3. 	 The conditional use district process (combined legislative and quasi-judicial review 

and action) is expected to mitigate the associated impacts of the codifying the 
additional residential density that is otherwise allowed to continue as a 
nonconforming use. 

4. 	 Property is suited for rezoning to R-2-CU due to existing and ongoing status of 
development of the subject property; the ownership of the adjacent parcel affords an 
opportunity to create open space that would otherwise be unavailable. Recent 
improvements to Old Fayetteville have created pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure 
that connect this site to the McDougle schools complex, Carrboro Plaza; bus service 
has been and continues to be available via the F route. 

5. 	 The principal impacts of this change involve an increase in permissible density of 
residential development and intensity of use, and will create the opportunity for a 
residential development of fee-simple lots, rather than only a unified residential 
development, in this location. 
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TO: 


DATE: 


PROJECT: 


APPLICANT 

And OWNERS: 


PURPOSE: 


EXISTING / 

PROPOSED ZONING: 


TAX MAP NUMBERS: 


LOCATION: 


TRACT SIZE: 


EXISTING LAND USE: 


PROPOSED LAND USE: 


SURROUNDING 
LAND USES: 

ZONING HISTORY: 

CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT 
STAFF REPORT 

Board of Aldermen 

April 26th
, 2011 

VeridiaAIS 

Sustainable Properties, LLC 

810 Old Fayetteville Rd 

Carrboro, NC 


To acquire a Conditional Use Permit allowing a major 
subdivision of the property located at 810 Old Fayetteville 
Road 

Residential-20 (R-20) / Residential-2 (R-2) 


7.108.41A & 7.108.32 


810 Old Fayetteville Rd 


4.66 acres 

Mobile Home Park 

26.100, Major subdivision consisting of 1.111, single family 
detached residences 

North: R-20 , single-family residences 

South: R-15, single-family residences 

West: Old Fayetteville Road 

East: R-20, single-family residences 


R-20 since 1988 
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ANALYSIS 

Background, Concept Plan Development 

Background 
As noted in the abstract, the application under consideration is unique with respect to 
Carrboro's development approval process in some notable ways. The application, in 
short, requests permission to build 39 stick-built single-family homes in place of 39 
existing mobile homes (within an existing mobile home park). The existing density of 39 
units is clearly in excess of what is allowed in the R-20 zoning district. This density is 
grandfathered, by right, as established in a court case between the Town of Carrboro and a 
previous owner of the property. 

As explained in some detail in Attachment C, staff and the current owner had a lengthy 
exchange preceding the current application. It was established during the discussions that 
the owner has a right to replace the existing mobile homes with stick-built homes, since 
one or more stick -built homes already existed on the site. In fact, the owner still retains 
the right to potentially build the homes without seeking a new land use permit or rezoning, 
so long as no substantive changes to the site occur. After some consideration, the 
applicant determined that a better project would result from an improved access driveway 
as well as other desired improvements, which triggered the need to obtain a new land use 
permit. 

Further, the applicant retains the right to potentially seek a land use permit-only-for 
construction of the desired improvements to the site, i.e. without approval of a rezoning, 
based on the existing, grandfathered density of 39 units. To do so, however, would 
require the project to remain unified, i.e. unsubdivided in accordance with its 
grandfathered status as an unsubdivided development. So, in order for the applicant to 
subdivide the developn1ent into 39 fee simple lots, the rezoning must be approved. All 
this is mentioned to point out the reasons for which a rezoning application accompanies 
the CUP application and to point out, as well, that the applicant retains certain 
development rights, even if the rezoning and / or CUP application are denied. 

Density, Affordable Housing, Size-restricted Units 

Density 
As previously noted, the project's density was effectively established by way of a court 
case if the rezoning is not approved. With respect to the rezoning request, a permissible 
base density of 101 units would be allowed; however, the CUP application only requests 
39 units. The development would only be allowed 39 units, in perpetuity, unless a 
subsequent rezoning request was approved by the permit-issuing authority. 

Affordable Housing 
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The applicant has met with the Board of Aldermen on two occasions regarding the topic of 
affordable housing (Attachment J). In short, the applicant desires to presale homes at 
what the applicant terms 'market driven affordable rate' price points rather than directly 
utilizing the affordable housing density bonus provisions ofLUO Section 15-182.4. 
Multiple reasons for this approach exist, including the aforementioned established density 
of 39 units and the fact that the density bonus provisions are not effectively usable in the 
context of a R-2 rezoning request. The applicant has written an explanation ofwhat they 
desire to do instead, included as Attachment K. In accordance with the desired approach 
and based on discussions between staff and the applicant, the following CUP condition is 
offered for consideration: 

• 	 That 35 of the 39 homes shall be offered for a pre-construction base price of less 
than $300,000. To secure a home at this rate, interested buyers must pay a deposit 
and meet the "qualified buyer" lending requirements of the financial institution 
funding the project's development. Upon being offered a home at this price, a 
potential buyer may choose to negotiate with the seller the purchase of a home at a 
higher price established relative to the market value of desired modifications and 
additions to the base price home's offerings. This restriction shall remain for any 
sales realized prior to construction beginning or within a one-year period following 
construction plan approval, whichever comes first. After the restriction expires, 
the maximum base price may increase three-percent (3%) annually to allow for 
inflation and building cost increases. 

As the project does not involve an affordable housing density bonus, per se, the proposed 
condition and pricing scenario does not involve a matter ofLUO compliance. 

Size-Restricted Units 
In absence of the rezoning, and as explained in Attachment C, all homes were to be a 
maximum size of 1,350 square feet (sf). With the rezoning under consideration, the size
limited provisions of Section 15-188 do apply. This in mind, the applicant still intends to 
size-limit 35 of the 39 homes at the time of construction. In effect, the applicant requests 
permission to not size limit four ( 4) homes, with no other home exceeding 1,350 sf at the 
time of construction. As a matter ofLUO compliance, the applicant must still assign and 
denote specific units that will be size-limited for a period of at least one year from when 
the respective unit's certificate of occupancy is issued. Therefore, the following condition 
is recommended: 

• That the construction plans and final plat for the project must exhibit compliance 
with LUO Section 15-188, as written at the time of each respective approval. 

The site's lots, as designed, are quite small, but it should be noted that some additions to 
homes may take place within the confines of the proposed single-family lots. Three-foot 
internal setbacks are proposed as a limiting factor, but additions may be possible in some 
cases. 

CONCLUSION - The project meets all the requirements of the Land Use Ordinance 
pertaining to density, and size-restricted units, subject to the conditions mentioned above. 
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Transportation Issues 

Connectivity 
Sections 15-214 & 15-217 of the Land Use Ordinance (LUO) were considered with 
respect to the project. Some discussion took place about the possibility of including a 
public road and possibly stubbing out to the adjacent, southern property. The applicant 
expressed concerns with the ideas, however, and ultimately determined that a public road 
was not feasible given the limited amount of land in light of the project's design and 
density. The applicant was willing to show a public access easement in the southeast 
comer of the property, however, to allow for the possibility of a future bike and pedestrian 
connection. An actual pathway is not proposed in the area at this time. Also of note, the 
applicant has indicated to staff that they are working to obtain a pedestrian easement, east 
to west, across the sewer easement to provide pedestrian access to Lisa Drive. No 
evidence that such an easement has been obtained has been submitted yet. 

Access 
The primary access point for the project is a private road off Old Fayetteville Road, 
extending east-west, with a T-turnaround at the eastern end of the property. Three access 
point stubs also are proposed, leading from the main road southward into the home sites 
area, at evenly spaced junctures. These features are primarily intended as a fire safety 
measure but may also be utilized for moving in and out and similar non-recurring events, 
as well as functioning as pathways to the facilities on the northern side of the 
development. 

NCDOT must issue a driveway permit for the connection to Old Fayetteville Road. 
Associated matters, such as but not limited to review of the proposed eight-inch water line 
crossing Old Fayetteville Rd, must be addressed before such a permit may be issued. The 
T own Public Works Department will need to be recieve proof that all issues have been 
addressed. All that said, the following condition is recommended: 

• 	 That prior to construction plan approval, the applicant receive a driveway permit 
from NCDOT. 

Traffic Analysis 
A full transportation impact study was not completed, as the expected traffic impact is 
expected to be largely similar to the existing situation, since the same number of units will 
exist at the end of construction. 

Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities 
An asphalt walkway path meanders through the middle of the home sites. It includes 
eyebrow loops at the terminus of three aforementioned fire access stubs. A concrete 
sidewalk also is included on the north side between the homes and the access driveway 
and parking areas. A sidewalk was recently constructed along the Old Fayetteville Road 
frontage as a part of a NCDOT project. Three crosswalks are provided where the fire 
access stubs meet the driveway to provide a safe nleans to access the garden and play 
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facilities north of the driveway. Two bicycle racks are included, each sized to hold 
seventeen (17) bikes. Neither rack is covered. One is located near the clubhouse facility 
and the other is located near the garden area on the east side of the site. 

Transit 
Chapel Hill Transit has an existing bus stop facility very nearby on the western side of Old 
Fayetteville Road. 

Parking 
Per section 15-291 of the LUO, the presumptive requirement for single-family homes is 
two spaces per home, or 78 spaces for the 39 homes. While parking for single-family 
homes typically is provided on each respective lot and in addition to spaces provided in 
enclosed spaces, the design of this project dictates that all parking be separate of the 
individual lots and at least partially within enclosed spaces. As illustrated on the plans, all 
parking areas are located north of the home sites: parallel to the driveway, perpendicular 
to the driveway, and within three (3) large carport bays. The total number of spaces 
proposed to serve the 39 units is 68. One credit is given for the presence of a bike rack, 
raising the number to 69. Note that the parking justification information, noted below, 
correctly identifies the number of spaces provided. The parking data on the plans 
incorrectly identifies '70' spaces provided, by taking credit for two (2) spaces instead of 
one (1) for provision of a bike rack. This data will be corrected on the construction plans. 
All said, the parking deficit is nine (9) spaces total. The applicant has provided a 
justification statement explaining why they feel the Board should feel comfortable issuing 
a permit with a presumed shortage of9 spaces and with 39 of the spaces being located 
within carport bays (Attachment L). Reasons cited include but are not limited to walking 
distance to schools, parks, shopping, and proximity to a bus stop. If the Board is 
comfortable with this reasoning and with a portion of the spaces being located within 
carport bays, then the following condition is provided for adoption: 

• 	 That the Board of Aldermen finds the provision of 68 parking spaces, within 
carport bays and parallel and perpendicular to the driveway, sufficient to serve 
Veridia development's 39 single-family homes. The Board makes this finding 
based on information provided by the applicant noting proximity to schools, 
shopping, parks, and a bus stop. 

Additionally, with respect to the 39 spaces located within enclosed structures, it is 
suggested that the Board include the following condition mandating the use of carports as 
vehicular storage: 

• 	 That the HOA documents for the development must include provisions requiring 
that the carport bay areas must remain available for parking of a vehicle. 

As additional information, the applicant submitted the following statement to explain how 
they intend to appropriate and assign spaces: 

"Every home in Veridia will have one dedicated parking spot within the carport 
structures to be erected on the northern side ofthe site. They will be assigned from 
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east to west to the homes going from east to west, minimizing walking distance 
from the space to the home. An additional 29 flex spaces are provided for visitors 
andfamilies with additional cars. Homeowners will be required to use the carport 
space for the storage oftheir first vehicle, however homeowners who do not have a 
car will be able to rent the space to the HOA, which can, in turn, rent it to an 
another house or use it for community purposes such as for the storage ofan 
electric gator the developers intend to provide in order to increase accessibility to 
the lower row ofhomes. Other uses for the communal carport spaces might be for 
a car sharing program. " 

CONCLUSION - The project meets all the requirements of the Land Use Ordinance 
pertaining to transportation, subject to the conditions mentioned above. 

Tree Protection, Screening, and Shading 

Tree Protection 
Due to the intensive nature of the proposed development plan, a nUlTlber of trees must be 
removed. It is noted, however, that the mobile home park itself is already developed and 
does not contain all that many trees. The northern lot, similarly, contains a number of 
trees but is not equivalent to forest land. That said virtually all of the small number of 
trees on the southern end of the development are proposed to be removed, along with 41 
trees 18 inches or larger dbh are proposed to be removed on the northern side of the 
development. The applicant provided a 'tree removal justification' statement to address 
the situation (Attachment M). Staff has discussed with the applicant whether it is 
feasible to save some of the trees currently slated for removal. The applicant is very 
willing to try and will determine feasibility moving forward as conditions in the field 
dictate during construction, but the letter submitted reflects the reality that many of the 
trees must be removed to realize the plan as designed. 

Screening 
As only single-family homes are proposed, the L UO does not require any screening for the 
project. 

Shading 
The LUO requires that twenty percent (20%) of Vehicle Accomodation Areas be shaded 
by trees either retained or planted during construction. The applicant proposes to plant 22 
new trees and has indicated on the plans that the shading requirement is met by this 
number of trees. Staff raised some issues regarding the manner in which the calculation 
was done. The matter has been discussed recently, and, ultimately, it was determined that 
the carport area should be excepted from the calculated area requiring shading (since it is a 
covered area already). With this area excepted, it is clear that the applicant has included a 
sufficient number of trees for purposes of shading. 

CONCLUSION - The project meets all the requirements of the Land Use Ordinance 
pertaining to tree protection, screening, and shading subject to the aforementioned 
condition. 
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Drainage, Water Quality, Grading, Erosion Control, and Phasing 

Drainage and Water Quality 
The applicant must meet stormwater runoff standards with respect to water quality and 
quantity and has demonstrated that the project will comply with the related LUO 
provisions. 

The Town Engineer (Sungate Design Group) has reviewed the drainage plans and 
concluded that sufficient information has been submitted to determine that the plans 
comply with LUO requirements. Included as part of the stormwater management system 
are multiple underground sand filter devices as well as an underground detention system. 
Also of note, the applicant has designed the plan in a way that addresses an off-site 
drainage concern originating on a parcel directly north of the subject property. 

In addition, relative to the Town satisfying state requirements pertaining to the National 
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Phase II permit, the following 
conditions are required on the permit: 

• 	 That the applicant shall provide to the Zoning Division, prior to the recordation of 
the final plat for the project or before the release of a bond if some features are not 
yet in place at the time of the recording of the final plat, Mylar and digital as-builts 
for the stormwater features of the project. Digital as-builts shall be in DXF format and 
shall include a base map ofthe whole project and all separate plan sheets. As-built 
DXF files shall include all layers or tables containing storm drainage features. Storm 
drainage features will be clearly delineated in a data table. The data will be tied to 
horizontal controls. 

• 	 That prior to construction plan and final plat approvals, the developer shall submit 
detailed stormwater system maintenance information: maintenance and operations 
plan and manual, maintenance agreement, etc, in accordance with the requirements 
ofLUO Section 15-263.1. The information must be reviewed and approved by the 
Town Engineer, Town Attorney, and Environmental Planner. Upon approval, the 
plans shall be included in the homeowners' association documentation. 

Grading 
Significant amounts of grading are necessary to fine tune directional control of 
stormwater, but it does not involve drastic alterations to the existing topography. 

Erosion Control 
The Erosion Control Plan has been reviewed and preliminarily approved by Orange 
County Erosion Control. Still the Town Public Works Department recommends the 
following two conditions to ensure that they are covered during the construction plan 
review: 

• 	 That the construction entrance for the project must be clearly identified on the 
construction plans. 
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• 	 That the construction plans must call for a specific and acceptable type of inlet 
protection along Old Fayetteville Road. 

Phasing 

The project is not phased. 


CONCLUSION - The project meets all the requirements of the Land Use Ordinance 

pertaining to Drainage, Grading and Erosion Control and Phasing subject to the 

aforementioned conditions. 


Utilities, Fire Safety, Lighting and Refuse Collection 
Utilities 
The water and sewer plans have been reviewed by OW ASA and meet with their general 
approval. OWASA will review the plans in greater detail during construction plan review. 
Regarding electric, telephone and cable television utilities, the applicant has submitted 
letters by the respective providers indicating that they can serve the development. Natural 
gas service is not proposed. Per Section 15-246 of the LUO, the plans specify that all 
electric, telephone, and cable television lines are to be located underground in accordance 
with the specifications and policies of the respective utility companies. 

The Public Works Department prefers to receive written confirmation from the electrical 
utility prior to construction plan approval. Because of this, staff recommends the 
following condition. 

• 	 That the developer provide a final, written statement from the electrical utility 
stating that electric service can be provided to all locations shown on the 
construction plans prior to the approval of the construction plans; 

Fire Safety 

The Town Fire Marshall has reviewed the plans and finds them acceptable for approval. 


Fire flow calculations and building-sprinkler design (as required) have been submitted for 

preliminary review, but must also be submitted during the construction plan review 

process for a final review and approval by the Town Engineer and Fire Department. A 

condition to this effect shall be entered onto the permit. 


• 	 That fire flow calculations and building-sprinkler design (as required) must be 
submitted and approved by the Town Engineer and Town Fire Department prior to 
construction plan approval. 

Lighting 
Only minimal outdoor lighting is proposed. It will be located in the carport bays, adjacent 
to the dumpster/recycling area, along the sidewalk north of the home sites, and along the 
pathway meandering through the middle of the home sites. Detail drawings are included 
on Sheet SE-1 of the plans. The lights and lighting plans generally comply with the 
related LUO provisions. 
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Refuse Collection 
The project's waste arrangements have been reviewed and approved by both Public Works 
and Orange County. The Town and County will provide trash and recycling collection 
services for the development while the County will be involved in managing construction 
waste. 

CONCLUSION - The project meets all the requirements of the Land Use Ordinance 
pertaining to utilities, fire safety, lighting, and refuse collection, subject to the inclusion of 
the aforementioned conditions. . 

Open Space, Recreation 

Open Space 
Per the provisions of 15-198, a R-2 zoned residential development is required to set aside 
at least 20% of the total area of the development in permanent open space. The applicable 
provisions require that any portions of land deemed to be in 'primary constraint' be set 
aside as common space or otherwise maintained as undisturbed areas. In this situation, no 
such areas exist. The ordinance goes on to list 'secondary constraints, one of which 
(wooded area) is located on this site. The ordinance provides that the Board of Aldermen 
'may' require that secondary constrained areas be set aside as open space in situations 
where primary constrained land does not achieve the needed percentage of open space. 
However, the ordinance does not require that such areas be set aside. That in mind the 
applicant provided a statement regarding the matter in which they are asking the permit
issuing authority to not require that these areas be set aside wholly as it would deem the 
project unbuildable (Attachment N). All told the project as designed does exceed the 
20% open space requirement by setting aside 30.7% of the land. 

Recreation 
The proposed number of single family homes yields a requirement of 405.21 recreation 
points, per Section 15-196 of the LUO. The applicant provides 826.34 points by way of a 
play area, gazebo, and clubhouse facility (converted existing home, near Old Fayetteville 
Road). The 400 sf chidren' s play area exceeds the "points dedicated to children" language 
in the LUO by providing 42.80 points. Note that the applicant is expected to submit a 
detail drawing for the play structure prior to or at the public hearing. 

An additional requirement of a playfield has also been satisfied. F or the proposed number 
of homes, the size is the default 20,000 sf minimum. The applicant is seeking some 
flexibility in the provision of the playfield in that they would like to maintain some 
number of trees in an attempt to create a 'natural playfield' where people could reasonably 
participate in sports and other field activities, without having to clear-cut the area of trees. 
The applicant should be prepared to discuss this issue further as needed, and a condition is 
offered below should the Board find the request acceptable. 
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• 	 That the applicant work with staff during construction to establish a 'natural' 
playfield. The field may contain a small number of trees but must remain clear 
enough to reasonably allow for play and sports activities. 

Of note, some but not all recreation facilities have been marked 'private,' but the applicant 
intends for all such facilities to remain private. Therefore, the following condition is 
recommended: 

• 	 That all proposed recreation facilities and areas shall be marked 'private' on the 
construction plans and final plat. 

CONCLUSION - The project meets all the requirements of the Land Use Ordinance 
pertaining to Open Space and Recreation, subject to resolving the question of whether the 
playfield must be clear-cut. 

Architectural Standards, CAPS, 

Architectural Standards 
Per the requirements of Section 15-177, this subdivision must address the architectural 
theme for the development. The applicant submitted written descriptions addressing 
architectural elements, landscape and site, context, etc (Attachment 0). Of note, the 
applicant has provided illustrative examples of the homes they desire to build on the 
'typical elevations' plan sheet (last sheet). These examples contain many elements of 
millhouse architecture, which is encouraged. However, the plans do not currently contain 
the required minimum nurnber of choices (in this case 9). That in mind the following 
condition is recommended: 

• 	 That the subdivision must conlply with the requirements of LUO Section 15
177(d)(3)(a), which specifies a minimum number of nine (9) different significantly 
different house plans, i.e. elevation sets. The elevations must be incorporated into 
the plans before the construction plans may be approved. 

CAPS 
After discussing the matter of CAPS with the Chapel Hill-Carrboro City Schools 
System, it has been determined that a CAPS certificate must be obtained prior to 
construction plan approval for the project. Accordingly, the following condition is 
recommended: 

• 	 That the applicant must obtain a CAPS certificate for the project from the Chapel 
Hill-Carrboro City Schools System prior to construction plan approval. 

Of note, since 39 homes already exist and no additional homes are proposed, the school 
system still needs to determine the precise number of CAPS that must be issued for the 
project. Presumably, the amount required will reflect the approximate number of 
additional students expected to result fron139 stick-built homes as compared to the 
number expected to result from mobile homes. CAPS are currently available, so it should 
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simply be a matter of the school system determining the appropriate number prior to 
Issuance. 

CONCLUSION - The project nleets all the requirements of the Land Use Ordinance 
pertaining to Architectural Standards, CAPS, subject to the conditions noted above. 

Miscellaneous 

Neighborhood Information Meeting 

A Neighborhood Information Meeting was held for the project. 


Homeowner's Assocation Documents 

The applicant has already been working with Town Staff and Town Attorney to ensure 

that the documents include the necessary language, including but not limited to 

establishment of funding mechanisms for future needs. The project includes many 

environmentally-friendly features in general, but based on past requests from the Board of 

Aldermen, staff specifically discussed the issue of clotheslines. The applicant does not 

intend to prevent the use of clotheslines as long as they are installed on individual, 

privately-owned lots. All that in mind staff recommends the following condition: 


• 	 That the final version of the homeowner's association documents must be 
reviewed and approved by the Town Attorney. The documents shall not preclude 
the use of clotheslines on private lots within the subdivision. 

Green and Sustainable Features 
The applicant desires to install photovoltaic cells along with other green features, as 
outlined in the following statement of intent from the applicant. The applicant has 
indicated that they intend to include the following elements or their functional equivalent: 

Veridia's Sustainable Features 
The sustainable features included in the community can be broken into two 
primary categories: "Community Features" andfeatures within the home. The 
following information is pulled from our website and outlines our intent for the 
sustainable elements to be included in Veridia 
Community Features 

*100-kilowatt solar photovoltaic array offsets community electrical usage. All 
electricity produced by the array will belong to the HOA and will be monetized in 
the most efficient way possible for the residents ofVeridia. Maintenance and 
insurance ofthe array will also be covered by the HOA, but more than offset by the 
income generated 

*Community vegetable garden provides fresh local produce to Veridia's 
residents. 

*Rainwater catchment systems located offofthe carport and at each home will 
provide water for irrigating garden spaces. The homeowners will be responsible 
for the catchment systems located at their home, and the HOA will be responsible 
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for the catchments offofthe carport structures that are to be used for the 
Vegetable garden. 

*Easy access to public transportation, bike paths and numerous amenities 
within walking distance reduce needfor car transport. 

*Pedestrian-oriented community encourages increased time in Veridia's 
outdoor spaces. 

* Community will be pursuing LEED for Neighborhood Development 
certification. 

Within the Home 
Solar Hot Water: Every home in Veridia will be equipped with solar water 

heaters that provide up to 80 percent ofthe hot water used in the home. Since 
water heating accounts for around 30 percent ofenergy use in most households, 
this saves you significant amounts on your utility bills and reduces your carbon 
footprint. 

Icynene Spray-Foam Insulation: Icynene is an open-celled spray-foam 
insulation that is a great sealant in addition to being impervious to mold, mildew 
and insects. By taking control ofair leakage, Icynene delivers energy efficiency, 
healthier indoor air quality and a quieter living environment. 

Pressure-Balancing True Returns: These returns properly cycle air 
throughout the home allowing for higher efficiency heating and cooling as well as 
increased comfort within the home. 

Sealed Thermal Envelope: Sealing and caulking all penetrations and gaps 
within the building envelope prevents thermal energy loss. 

American Standard Water Conserving Products: Low-flow faucets, 
showerheads and toilets reduce water consumption in the home by 20-40 percent. 

Aprilaire Air Filter: This high-efficiency central air filtration system replaces 
the flimsy, inch-thick filters that must be replaced frequently. It permanently traps 
allergy-causing pollen-sized particles, mold and spores more effectively than 
standard air filters, improving indoor air quality. 

Programmable Thermostats: These thermostats offer four pre-programmed 
settings to regulate your home's temperature and can save significant amounts of 
energy by eliminating the waste ofheating and cooling unoccupied space. 

Tightly Sealed HVAC Duct Work: Air escaping through unsound HVAC ducts 
is a huge waste ofenergy in many homes. All our duct work is tightly sealed and 
inspected to insure no conditioned air is being lost before reaching its destination. 

Triple Certified: To ensure complete peace ofmindfor our homeowners, we 
offer extensive third-party certification on our homes. In addition to the LEED 
certification ofthe neighborhood, Energy Star and Green Building Initiative 
certifications come standard on each Veridia home. These certifications verify the 
high level ofenergy and water efficiency as well as indoor air quality and overall 
sustainability ofour community. 

Additional Costs Incurred 
Since the applicant originally appeared before the Board of Aldermen (in December 
2008), additional costs have been incurred. The applicant summarized these additional 
costs as follows: 
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Additional costs incurred as a result ofthe approval process: 

Significant additional cost has been incurred throughout the approval process, 
both through increased engineering and carrying costs, as well as more expensive 
solutions to be implemented in the community as a result ofdiscussion with the 
town and various requirements imposed on us. 

Solar Hot water standard: 3kper unit 

Carports included: 2.5k per unit 

Underground retention: 5kper unit 

Loss ofhomesites on northern lot: 4kper unit 

Additional Engineering: 3kper unit 

Carrying costs through approval process: 4kper unit 

Estimated materials price increases since 2008 (horizontal work and home 
related): 8kper unit 

In total roughly $30,000 per unit has been added to the basis ofeach home in 
addition to the roughly $20,000 per home in sustainability features not included in 
comparable homes around town that were to be includedfrom the start (as 
presented in the 2008 meeting). The maximum price agreed to at that meeting 
($300,000) gave us $10,000 per unit inflexibility based on the preliminary budget 
we had at the time. We believe that the project is still buildable at $300,000 despite 
the excess $20,000 per home in expense provided that we are able to realize 
significant savings in the financing ofthe homes during the construction period. 
This is only possible, however, ifa significant number, potentially all, ofhomes are 
presold. 

Septic Tank Abandonment 
Orange County Environmental Health has preliminarily approved a plan to remove or cap 
the existing septic system serving the site. 

Easements 
As it will be necessary to obtain one or more easements (some temporary, some 
pemlanent) prior to beginning construction to allow for off-site connections, construction 
in general, etc, the following condition is recommended: 

• 	 That the applicant must obtain all necessary temporary and permanent easements 
prior to construction plans approvaL 

Timing of Construction for non-LUO related Features: 
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Per a recent discussion regarding the matter, the applicant requests that they be allowed to 
phase-in over time the proposed green features, such as the solar array. As a result, the 
following condition is offered for consideration: 

• 	 For non-LU~ required infrastructure, including but not limited to the project's 
solar array, the applicant must either install the features or submit a performance 
security in accordance with the town's process for bonding, prior to the issuance of 
the project's 26th building permit. 

As written, this condition allows the applicant an opportunity to sell a majority of the 
homes (-64% of the homes) in order to sufficiently bring financing into order before being 
required to either install or subnlit a performance security to the town to hold until the 
features are installed at a later date. 

Display and Disclosure Requirements 
Prior to approval of a final plat, in accordance with L UO Sections 15-83.1 and -83.2, the 
applicant must display on-site a site plan displaying certain features of the site and must 
erect on-site disclosure signs regarding certain features of the site. Accordingly, the 
following condition is recommended: 

• 	 That prior to final plat approval, the applicant must display a site plan and erect 
disclosure signs on-site, adhering to the requirements ofLUO Sections 15-83.1 and 
-83.2. 

Letter from Architect 

Project architect, Giles Blunden submitted a letter supporting the project (Attachment P). 


STAFF RECOMMENDATIONS: 

Town staff recommends that the Joint Review Boards review the conditions below, offer 
comments as needed, and prepare summary recommendations. 

1. 	 That 35 of the 39 homes shall be offered for a pre-construction base price of less 
than $300,000. To secure a home at this rate, interested buyers must pay a deposit 
and meet the "qualified buyer" lending requirements of the financial institution 
funding the project's development. Upon being offered a home at this price, a 
potential buyer may choose to negotiate with the seller the purchase of a home at a 
higher price established relative to the market value of desired modifications and 
additions to the base price home's offerings. This restriction shall remain for any 
sales realized prior to construction beginning or within a one-year period following 
construction plan approvc1l, whichever comes first. After the restriction expires, 
the maximum base price may increase three-percent (30/0) annually to allow for 
inflation and building cost increases. 

2. 	 That the construction plans and final plat for the project must exhibit compliance 
with LUO Section 15-188, as written at the time of each respective approval. 

3. 	 That prior to construction plan approval, the applicant receive a driveway permit 
from NCDOT. 
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4. 	 That the Board of Aldermen finds the provision of 68 parking spaces, within 
carport bays and parallel and perpendicular to the driveway, sufficient to serve 
Veridia development's 39 single-family homes. The Board makes this finding 
based on infornlation provided by the applicant noting proximity to schools, 
shopping, parks, and a bus stop. 

5. 	 That the HOA documents for the development must include provisions requiring 
that the carport bay areas must remain available for parking of a vehicle. 

6. 	 That the applicant shall provide to the Zoning Division, prior to the recordation of 
the final plat for the project or before the release of a bond if some features are not 
yet in place at the time of the recording of the final plat, Mylar and digital as-builts 
for the stormwater features of the project. Digital as-builts shall be in DXF format and 
shall include a base map of the whole project and all separate plan sheets. As-built 
DXF files shall include all layers or tables containing storm drainage features. Storm 
drainage features will be clearly delineated in a data table. The data will be tied to 
horizontal controls. 

7. 	 That prior to construction plan and final plat approvals, the developer shall submit 
detailed stormwater system maintenance information: maintenance and operations 
plan and manual, maintenance agreement, etc, in accordance with the requirements 
ofLUO Section 15-263.1. The information must be reviewed and approved by the 
Town Engineer, Town Attorney, and Environmental Planner. Upon approval, the 
plans shall be included in the homeowners' association documentation. 

8. 	 That the construction entrance for the project must be clearly identified on the 
construction plans. 

9. 	 That the construction plans must call for a specific and acceptable type of inlet 
protection along Old Fayetteville Road. 

10. That the developer provide a final, written statement from the. electrical utility 
stating that electric service can be provided to all locations shown on the 
construction plans prior to the approval of the construction plans. 

11. That fire flow calculations and building-sprinkler design (as required) must be 
subnlitted and approved by the Town Engineer and Town Fire Department prior to 
construction plan approval. 

12. That the applicant work with staff during construction to establish a 'natural' 
playfield. The field may contain a small number of trees but must remain clear 
enough to reasonably allow for play and sports activities. 

13. That all proposed recreation facilities and areas shall be marked 'private' on the 
construction plans and final plat. 

14. That the subdivision must comply with the requirements of LUO Section 15
177(d)(3)(a), which specifies a minimum number of nine (9) different significantly 
different house plans, i.e. elevation sets. The elevations must be incorporated into 
the plans before the construction plans may be approved. 

15. That the applicant must obtain a CAPS certificate for the project from the Chapel 
Hill-Carrboro City Schools System prior to construction plan approval. 

16. That the final version of the homeowner's association documents must be 
reviewed and approved by the Town Attorney. The documents shall not preclude 
the use of clotheslines on private lots within the subdivision. 

17. That the applicant must obtain all necessary temporary and permanent easements 
prior to construction plans approval. 
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18. For non-LUO required infrastructure, including but not limited to the project's 
solar array, the applicant must either install the features or submit a performance 
security in accordance with the town's process for bonding, prior to the issuance of 
the project's 26th building pemlit. 

19. That prior to final plat approval, the applicant must display a site plan and erect 
disclosure signs on-site, adhering to the requirements of L UO Sections 15-83.1 and 
-83.2. 
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ATTACHMENT 1-1 

Town of Carrboro 

Planning Department 


IMEMORANDUMI 

Date: December 18,2008 

To: Applicant 

From: Environmental Advisory Board (EAB) 

Through: Randy Dodd, Environmental Planner 

Copy: Marty Roupe, Zoning Administrator 

Subject: Veridia Concept Plan Review 

Recommendation 

With regard to the Veridia concept plan, the EAB recommends: 

That the applicant Agree to apply for/pursue, and document compliance with one of following: 

1. "Designed to Earn the Energy Star" rating as described at 
http://www.enerqvstar.govlindex.cfm?c=new bldg design.new bldg design benefits 

Veridia is intending to meet Energy Star requirements and certify each home, in addition to certifying the 
homes under the Green Building Initiative and pursuing LEED for Neighborhoods Certification. 

2. Architecture 2030 goal ofa 60 percent fossil fuel and greenhouse gas emission reduction standard, 
measured from the regional average. 

We will explore this potential and achieve it if possible. 

3. AlA goals of integrated, energy performance design, including resource conseNation resulting in a 
minimum 50 percent or greater reduction in the consumption of fossil fuels used to construct and operate 
buildings 

We will explore this potential and achieve it if possible. 

4. US Conference ofMayors: fossil fuel reduction standard for all new buildings to carbon neutral 

We will explore this potential and achieve it if possible. 

5. To achieve 50% better than required in the applicable Building Code 

We will explore this potential and achieve it if possible. 

Energy saving features, including but not limited to the following, shall be considered. Design documents 
shall include an explanation ofhow the features listed below are incorporated into the design or, forthose 
features not incorporated, an explanation of the financial or operational reasons why the feature was omitted 
from the design. 

http://www.enerqvstar.govlindex.cfm?c=new
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Use of daylighting; 

Veridia's homes have a significant number of windows which are predominantly positioned on the north

south (front and rear) of the homes to provide maximal solar gain from southerly sun exposure. 


Use ofhigh performance glass for minimizing heating and cooling loads; 


Exact materials choices are still being hammered out, however the windows will be high performance and 

likely low-e as part of our commitment to energy efficiency and pursuit of third party green certifications. 


Use ofpassive solar and other features for minimizing summer solar gain 


Window and overhang selection and placement will provide for minimal solar gain during the warmer months. 


Insulation beyond minimum standards; 

As part of Cimarron's standard offerings Veridia will equip each home with insulation to meet GBI and Energy 
Star standards and well surpass minimum standards. In addition to this, Icynene spray foam insulation will be 
utilized in the attics to provide an extremely tight thermal envelope. 

Use of energy efficient lighting; 

All lights and fixtures will utilize energy efficient compact florescent bulbs and, where appropriate, energy 
saving features such as motion and light sensors. 

Use ofenergy efficient appliances 

All standard offerings will be energy star rated and additional upgrade packages will ~e available that provide 
residents with the option to utilize even more efficient appliances, if desired. 

6. Present a LEED for Neighborhoods checklist at CUP Joint Review 

We will review the checklist prior to the Joint review and discuss/present our anticipated compliance at that 
time. 

7. Agree that a minimum of 5% of the base electrical load is generated by onsite solar electric 

Veridia's plans include a 100kW solar array which is anticipated to generate well in excess of 5% of the 
predicted electrical load of the community. 

8. Demonstrate a commitment to onsite plug in hybrid vehicle charging 

It is the developer's intent to incorporate charging stations into the carport structure that can be powered from 
the solar array. All pre-wiring necessary will be included in carport construction, however ultimate system 
configuration and the charging stations themselves will have to be installed as needed and managed by the 
HOA. 

9. Agree to present projected energy cost per square foot at CUP Joint Review 

We will perform a preliminary estimate of energy cost/savings and present/discuss the results at the Joint 
review. 
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10. Water saving features, including but not limited to the following, shall be considered. Design documents 
shall include an explanation ofhow the features listed below are incorporated into the design or, for those 
features not incorporated, an explanation of the financial or operational reasons why the feature was omitted 
from the design. 

• 	 Roof drainage is captured in sufficient quantity and in appropriately sized and sited devices to, at a 
minimum, provide for landscaping irrigation and toilet flushing needs, 

• 	 In the event that rainwater is not used for toilet flushing, please consider dual flush toilets 

Due to design and maintenance concerns created by the underground cisterns and secondary water supply 
lines, water is now to be harvested in above ground catchments at each house to be utilized for irrigation, as 
well as at some communal locations, again for irrigation purposes. All homes in the community as well as the 
common house will utilize low-flow (1.28 GPF) toilets, however. 

10. Nutrient loads contributed are limited to 2~2 pounds per acre per year ofnitrogen loading, and .82 pounds 
per acre per year ofphosphorous loading. 

Agreed. 

11. Low Impact Development techniques are used to the maximum extent practicable to address stormwater 
runoff 

We are uncertain that this entails, however we have addressed the stormwater runoff issues in the only 
realistic way given the density of the site by placing treatment and retention structures underground. 

12. Pedestrian connectivity with adjacent properties besides street frontage on Old Fayetteville Road be 
pursued to allow children to safely walk to school. 

The Sarita Lane property owners to the north have no desire to provide a pedestrian access easement to the 
community along the rear of their property. The recently upfitted sidewalk along Old Fayetteville Rd (and on 
Veridia's side of the road) provides a completely safe avenue for children and parents to walk to school, 
however. 

14. The applicant should agree to include an explanation ofhow the features listed below are incorporated 
into the design or, for those features not incorporated, an explanation of the financial or operational reasons 
why the feature was omitted from the design. 

Green roofs 

Green roofs are impractical for relatively small footprint residential homes such as those provided in Veridia, 
especially given the drastic cost increase that would be incurred over other, long-lasting roofing options. With 
the numerous other green features the developers desired to incorporate and our dictate from the town 
concerning the price,of the homes, green roofs were simply infeasible. 

Green certified materials 

Cimarron Homes utilizes green certified materials wherever possible as part of their base offerings, and 
Veridia will as well. Each material is assessed·for the validity of the certification in conjunction with the 
marginal increase in cost so as to provide the most "bang for the buck" in terms of the environmental savings 
realized by each material choice. 

Car sharing 
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The developers agree that car sharing would be ideal for an application such as Veridia, and we will prepare 
a preliminary plan for its implementation and discuss it further at the joint review session. 

Locally produced materials (e.g., brick) 

This is a component that will have to be explored closer to construction when relative pricing of locally 
sourced materials can be accurately compared to the alternative. We certainly would prefer to use locally 
sourced materials, and will do so in the event that the offerings are cost competitive. 

Solar hot water 

Solar hot water systems are to be provided standard on every home in Veridia as well as the common 
house. 

15. The applicant should agree to explore the inclusion ofsome affordable housing stock, including working 
with Orange Community Housing and Land Trust. This would provide opportunities for carbon footprint 
reduction. 

This issue has been thoroughly examined as part of the planning process, and inclusion of affordable 
housing stock under the current definition would be economically unviable for the Veridia project. This has 
been discussed with Robert Dowling, who will be discussing the issues with its implementation in Veridia's 
case at the BOA meeting. The developers are agreeing instead to a very aggressive price cap on all but four 
of the homes in the community (35 homes at less than 300k), and are thus providing a relatively affordable 
option to an extremely underserved portion of the market. 

VOTE: AYES (5) NOES (0); ABSENT 0 

December 18, 2008 
Bob Taylor, Chair Date 
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"fr. 12-/2-/trJ
A REVIEW OF AFFORDABLE HOUSING FOR THE VERIDlA REDEVELOPMENT 
CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT PROJECT 

Because the possible Veridia redevelopment Conditional Use Permit project does not propose to reserve 150/0 of 
its units as affordable, Section 15-54.1 ofthe Land Use Ordinance requires that the applicant participate in an 
Affordable Housing Review Meeting with the Board ofAldermen before project review may begin. At this 
time, the Board ofAldermen was asked to review the affordable housing component of the possible Veridia 
redevelopment project. 

Mayor Chilton asked to be recused because he has done real estate and legal work for the developer. 

MOTION WAS MADE BY JACQUELYN GIST AND SECONDED B Y LYDIA LAVELLE TO RECUSE 
lHE TVlAYOR. VOTE: AFFIRMA TfVE FNE, ABSENT TWO (HERRERA, BROUN) 

Trip Overholt stated that his proposal is to replace the existing 39 mobile home units with 39, 1,350-square foot, 
three-bedroom homes. He described the proposed project that would include a 100 kilowatt community solar 
array to make the community energy independent, collection ofrain water to allow a 40% reduction in water 
use. In addition, they will meet LEEDs and energy star standards. They wiJl also provide a large internal 
greenway, community house, community gardens and recreation area and sell the homes for $289,000. He 
stated that the town's affordable housing provision cannot be fairly applied to their project because: (1) th.ey are 
restricted in size per unit to 1,350 square feet, therefore preventing the construction of larger more profitable 
homes; and (2) due to the existing al10wable density which would completely fill the property, they are unable 
to benefit from the affordable housing density bonus which would aJlow more market rate homes to offset the 
cost of affordable homes. 

Alderman Coleman spoke in support of the proposal and stated that he would like to see as many ofthe green 
features as conditions in the conditional use permit as possible. 

Alderman Haven-O'Donnell complimented Mr. Overholt and Giles Blunden on the proposal and stated that the 
Board may wish to look at the affordabiHty component and how it relates to the energy efficiency and use ofthe 
land. 

Alderman Lavelle comp1imented Mr. Overholt on the development proposal. 

Alderman Gist stated that the proposal looks good on paper but asked how to ensure that what is on paper is 
what ends up on the ground. She stated that she really liked the price range ofthe homes. 

Mike Brough stated that the Board could not establish a maximum price for the homes, but the size ofthe 
homes and other features proposed could be established by conditions on the permit. 

REVIEW OF 2035 LONG RANGE TRANSPORTATION PLAN "TRANSPORTATION OPTIONS'; 

The Durham-Chapel Hill-Carrboro Metropolitan Planning Organization is soliciting feedback on the 2035 Long 
Range Transportation Plan: Transportation Options. This is the next step towards developing the final 2035 
Long Range Transportation Plan. Staff from the MPO will be presenting the Options report for your comments. 

Andy Henry, Transportation Planner for the Durham-Chapel Hill Metropolitan Planning Organization, made the 
presentation. 

James Camahan~ Chair ofthe Planning Boardt discussed the Planning Board's recommendations. 

Carrboro Board of Aldermen Page 7 December 2, 2008 
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George Seiz, the town's Public Works Director, presented an update on the sidewalk and greenway projects. 


[No public comment was received.] 


MOTION WAS MADE BY RANDEE HA VEN-O'DONNELL AND SECONDED BY DAN COLEMAN TO 

APPROVE THE ORDER EXTENDING TIME TO ISSUE BONDS APPROVED AT 2003 REFERENDUM. 

VOTE: AFFJRMA TIVE SIX~ ABSENT ONE (BROUN) 


*********** 

A REVIEW OF AFFORDABLE HOUSING FOR THE VERIDIA REDEVELOPMENT fr 'l j()'I/1O 
CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT PROJECT 

Because the Veridia redevelopment Conditional Use Permit project application does not propose to reserve 150/0 

of its units as affordable, Section 15-54.1 of the Land Use Ordinance requires that the applicant participate in an 

Affordable Housing Review Meeting with the Board ofAldermen before project review may begin. Such a 

meeting did take place.on December 2) 2008; however, pursuant to new information supplied by the applicant} 

staffhas determined that an additional meeting should take place. At this time, the Board ofAldermen was 

asked to review the current information regarding the affordable housing component of the Veridia 

redevelopment project. 


Mayor Chilton asked to be recused from discussion of this item because ofp~rsonal involvement in this project. 

MOTION WAS MADE BY DAN COLEMAN AND SECONDED BY RANDEE HAVEN-O'DONNELL TO 

RECUSE MAYOR CHILTON. VOTE: AFFIRMATIVE SIX, ABSENT ONE (BROUN) 


Tripp Overholt and David Bell addressed the Board. 


Alderman Gist stated that she would not be in favor of replacing existing afIordab'e housing with non

affordable housing. 

Aldennan Coleman stated that it was his understanding that the housing prices quoted in 2008 included the 

green features. He stated that he could not support the upgrades. 


Mr. Overholt stated that they did not know about the cost of the carports and sprinkler systems in 2008. 


Aldennan Slade expressed concern that this deveJopment would destroy some ofCWTboro's only affordable 

housing. 


Aldennan Lavelle stated that a price over $300,000 would change the "affordable" nature of the project. 


Alderman Haven ..O'Donnell expressed concern about the people who would be displaced by this development. 


Mr. Bel1 stated that the trailer park has been operating at a toss over the last two years. 


********** 

MOTION WAS MADE BY DAN COLEMAN AND SECONDED BY LYDIA LAVELLE TO ADJOURN TO 
CLOSED SESSION TO DISCUSS A PERSONNEL MA'ITER.. VOTE: AFFIRMATIVE FIVE, ABSENT 
ONE (BROUN), EXCUSED ONE (CHlLTON) 

********** 

Carrboro Board ofAldermen Page 4 September 21. 2010 

http:place.on
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MOTION WAS MADE BY JACQUELYN GIST AND SECONDED BY LYDIA LAVELLE TO ADJOURN" 
THE MEETING AT 9: 13 PM. VOTE: AFFIRMATIVE FIVE, ABSENT ONE (BROUN), EXCUSED ONE 
(CHILTON) 

**"''''****** 

Mayor 

Deputy Town Clerk 

Carrboro Board of Aldermen PageS September 21, 2010 
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our tight site plan does not afford room for additional planting surrounding the 
VAA in addition to the presumptive requirement "that we provide shading for our 
carport spaces without the capacity to actually do so owing the photovoltaic array 
we intend to place on the roof. There is also an issue with placing additional trees 
onto the eastern end of the site owning to the presence of our vegetable garden 
area, which needs solar access in order to be productive. 

We believe that our methodology is a reasonable way to calculate the crown 
radius, as the larger species we sele~ted are relatively fast growing and will quicldy 
exceed the 15 foot radius they would be credited for otherwise. Many ofthe trees 
are also positioned in areas in which they shade not only the road itself but also a 
significant portion ofthe sidewalk on the other side of the trees (which is 
considered part of the V AA). This logically yields a higher shading percentage 
than the 50% for which we are taking credit (although not so much more as to 
make us comfortable taking 100% credit as seems to be the only other presented 
option). Additionally, the carport structures themselves provide ample reduction in 
the heat island effect that is a maj or concern surrounding the need for shading 
trees. 

If this approach is deemed unreasonable, we will likely need to pursue a text 
amendment to seek exemption from shading our carports/solar photovoltaics and " 
will need to substitute all of the larger trees on our plan, which we think will create 
a nicer eventual landscape, with trees that have an actual 15 foot crown radius. We 
are trying to avoid planting trees so close to one another so as to create issues for 
their growth in a few years time. 

~" Market Driven Affordability Compliance Explanation 

The Pine Grove Mobile Home Park, which is to be the project site for the Veridia 
development, is in a very unique situation: the only one of its kind in Carrboro. 
The park has the grandfathered capacity to replace each mobile home with a site 
built home, effectively giving the site a density of 39 homes with the ability to 
develop the northern lot with an additional four. This grandfathered density 
eliminates the capacity for the development to take advantage of the density 
increase granted by implementing the town's affordable housing provision. We are 
also unable to build attached housing without significantly modifying the site plan 
to the point at which it no longer aligns with the grandfathered development 
capacity of the site. As a direct result of these facts, implementing the affordable 
housing provision in our case would represent an additional project expense of at 
least $150,000 per unit for the six units that would be required ($900,000 total) and 
gives no way to offset these costs through either increased density (we are actually 
reducing the density by four homes in our proposed case) or larger homes with 
higher margins (homes are all to be constructed on the southern lot and are size 
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limited by the ordinance). The additional cost burden ofmeeting the provision 
would render the project unbuildable and force the site to be developed under the 
existing deve10pment rights. The developers have been up-front about this and 
strongly desired to build an innovative, sustainable community that would be 
difficult to realize under the grandfathered rights. This desire has outweighed the 
fact that simply developing under the existing rights would allow for the placement 
of four "additional homes of any size and exempt the conlffiunity from any 
requirement to appear before the Board, to offer affordable housing of any kind, 
provide additional open space, or requirements from any town review authority 
that could not show that we were making an "existing non-conformity" worse. For 
these reasons, there is no doubt that the grandfathered development route was (and 
llkely still is) the most profitable, however the developers have continued to pursue 
Veridia as it has been envisioned and presented. At the time of writing over half a 
million dollars of the developers' personal funds have been invested in the plan 
and in carrying the property while the lengthy review process has been undergone. 
Every town review authority has weighed in on the plan and we have taken all 
input into consideration and implemented all suggestions possible, including 
several that have significantly increased the cost basis ofthe project. There can be 
no question that this plan is more desirable for the town than the alternative, 
grandfathered scenario, which is ironically the one that maximizes the developers' 
profit and eliminates the need to meet the affordability provision. 

Our hope is that these facts can lend credence to our position that, although we are 
not profit driven in our thinking, we are having to take a finn position on some of 
the negotiation points surrounding affordability and the requirements the board 
wishes to impose on us, as they pose a very real risk of making the project 
unbuildable as proposed. Hopefully the board can appreciate the phenomenal 
benefits that this project is offering, which we will not discuss at length here but 
are self evident when Veridia is compared to the alternative development scenario. 

First off, we have done some major value engineering in our plans and believe that 
it is feasible to offer our 1350 square foot models for less than $300,000 despite 
the significant cost increases that have occmred as a result ofnegotiations with the 
town and materials cost increases. This does, however, increase the risk we bear as 
developers on two fronts: frrst, absorbing the cost increases that have occurred over 
the past two years has reduced our margins signi ficantiy and makes us appear to be 
a riskier investment to banks and potential investors. Secondly, the fact that we 
will have to sell right at our capped amount eliminates our ability to modify price 
to reflect potential (and likely) cost increases in the future, again making us a 
riskier investment as we enter into the financing stage of the development. 
Hopefully the board can appreciate the significance of the concession we are 
making on this front, as we are not proposing to remove any ofthe features we 
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have previously committed to offer, and are shouldering not only the-roughly 
$14,000 per unit increase in basis that was the reason for our last meeting with the 
Board but also another $3,000 per unit that has occurred since that meeting as a 
result ofhaving to switch to underground retention systems at the front of the site. 

In light of this first concession we will need to have extremely compelling 
potential for the quick sale ofthe units in order to have a reasonable chance of 
attaining financing and not being forced to sell the project to a developer who may 
or may not want to construct Veridia as we have envisioned. Our hope is to pre-sell 
most if not all of the units, which will likely be required by a potential investor 
given our reduced capacity to absorb losses ifthings go awry. We have given it a 
great deal of consideration and determined that it would be unreasonable for us to 
not be able to offer options to prospective homeowners who wish to have input 
into the interior fmishes of their homes. This is something that 100% ofpresold 
developments offer, and even spec builders will offer minor modifications to the 
home ifpeople are willing to pay for them. People expect this capacity when they 
put down significant amounts of money before a house is even built, and it would 
be a significant burden to have to pre-sell them a home into which they can have 
no input. This is doubly true ifthey are adverse to some interior element ofthe 
base model, for example many people dislike carpeting or certain types of 
carpeting, and our base models all utilize a certain type of recycled carpet. It comes 
down to freedom ofchoice, and it would be a significant, and completely 
unnecessary, burden for us to have to sell an identical home to every single person 
that wants to live in the community. As such, we intend to offer upgrades and 
substitutions to people who want them, with the homeowners paying the difference 
in price between the options. We believe this to be an eminently reasonable 
request, as all homes in the community will be amply and comfortably outfitted for 
the base price alone, and none ofthe major sustainability features will be 
considered upgrades. No one is being forced to change the materials in the interior 
of their home, they are just being given the option. 

The final point ofclarification surrounded the issue that under the rezoning, we are 
offering four units at 1100 square feet, which will sell for lessthan the 1350 square 
foot units (less than $270,000). The rezoning also opens up the possibility of 
constructing four units over 1350 square feet, and we had proposed 1,600 square 
feet for these homes, as it keeps the average square footage for the community at 
1350. These larger units wou.ld necessarily be more than $300,000, and would 
provide us with the capacity to move in a few more people who could not see 
themselves in a 1350 square foot home. This did not seem to be an issue for the 
boa,r:d at our last meeting and so we would like to retain this capacity if the board 
does not object. We anticipate the 1600 square foot model cost to be in the 
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$330,000-$340,000 range and are willing to cap the base price for the model at .. 

$340,000. 

An additional factor that bears considering by the Board are the savings inherent to 
the' homes Veridia will offer: The developers calculate the savings from the solar 
thennal, PV, added insulation, reduced water use, and reduced maintenance due to 
superior materials such as long lasting roofs and cementitious siding to be in the 
range of$150 per month~ These savings will not only reduce the total cost of 
ownership (TCO) ofthe homes, but will enable residents to qualify for programs 
such as the federally supported Energy Efficient Mortgage (EEM) program 
(http://www.energystar.gov/index.cfm?c=mortgages.energy _efficient_mortgages). 
These loans are available through conventional lenders, as well as the FHA and 
VA loan programs, and allow borrowers to count their utility savings toward their 
income calculations. This allows homeowners to qualify for larger loans than those 
for which they would othetwise be eligible. The additional borrowing capacity is 
generally in the range of5% of the purchase price, representing a $15,000 
reduction in the effective price ofour homes. As the savings are anticipated to 
exceed the additional principal and interest expense of the $15,000 in added 
borrowing capacity, the homes in Veridia are, in every way, just as affordable as, 
and will cost less overall to own than, standard housing options costing $285,000. 

Solid Waste and Recycling Volume Justification 

The number ofproposed rollout trash containers for Veridia is based on empirical 
data gathered from the Arcadia Neighborhood that has a sinli1ar refuse collection 
strategy. 

Arcadia has 12 standard town ofCarrboro rollout containers and six blue Orange 
County rollout recycling bins for both paper and containers. Arcadia has 33 
household using those containers. That equates to one trash container per 2.75 
households and one recycling bin per 5.5 house holds 

Applying those same household numbers to Veridia's proposed 39 home gives 
14.2 rollout garbage containers and 7.1 recycling containers. 

Veridia's development plan is proposing 16 rollout garbage containers and 12 
recycling containers. This represents an 11% increase in garbage container volume 
and a 40% increase in recycling volume over the current working volume at 
Arcadia. 

Giles Blunden ..... Architect and Arcadia resident 

http://www.energystar.gov/index.cfm?c=mortgages.energy
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Easement Area I 


I
(Offsite - Sarita 14
3
3 
 14

Lane & Charles 

D. James Jr.) 

Total 
 351
67
351
67 


Total Count ofTrees Greater than 1It on Veridia Project Parcel <18" >18'" 
to Species Level I 

Acerrubrum Red Maple 27 4 
! Acer saccharinum Silver Maple 1 2 
Carpinus caroliniana Ironweed 1 
Carya glabra Pignut Hickory 6 I 

Castanea pumila Chin.quepin 1 
Catalpa speciosa Indian Cigar Tree 1 

i Comus florida Dogwood 1 

Crataegus BE. Hawthorne 1 -----. 

Fagus grandifoHa Beech 1 
I 

Fraxinus americana American Ash 1 
Ilex decidua Po ssum haw 1 
Ilex opaca American Holly 2 
Juniperus virginiana Red Cedar 38 1 
Liquidam bar styracifiua Sweetgum 105 17 i 

Pinus echinata ShortleafPine 1 
Pinus taeda Loblolly Pine 54 37 

. Pinus virginiana Virginia Pine 8 
Prunus serotina Wild Cherry 1 

! Quercus marl landica Black-Jack Oak 20 21 
! Quercus phellos Willow Oak 7 1 
Quercus stellata Post Oak 4 
Quercus velutina Black Oak 6 

I 

f 

Ulmus alata Winged Elm 48 I 
I 
I 

Ulmus americana American Elm 1 j 

Total 337 64 

..If Parking Reduction Justification 
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As part of our efforts to meet the requirements for 'an R-2 zone, Veridia's 
developers have increased the parking available onsite to the maximum that can be 
included given site space limitations. This totals ~8 spaces (inclusive ofcarport 
spaces) and two large bike racks. As credit for one space is given due to the 
presence of at least one bike rack, this places the development nine spaces short of 
the presumptive requirement of two spaces per home. Although 69 spaces is a 
marked improvement over the existing situation, which offers no fonnal parking, 
the developers understand that this is a potential issue. We believe the Board of 
Alderman should feel comfortable issuing a permit despite this slight shortfall in, 
vehicular parking, however, for several reasons. 

Veridia has been conceived from the beginning to be a pedestrian and bike oriented 
community. In addition to being within easy walking distance of schools, parks, 
and shopping, the community is directly across from a bus stop and is a --10 min 
bike ride from downtown Carrboro along the town's bike path system. Residents of 
a sustainable, pedestrian-oriented community are significantly more likely than 
nonnal to desire to operate with only one car, and we assert that it is a reasonable 
proposition given the array of location and design advantages inherent to Veridia. 

Use of Carports as Part of Requisite Parking Justification 

From inception Veridia has utilized carport structures as a base for the installation 
of our 100kW Photovoltaic Array. This has created a minor issue surrounding the 
LUO's treatment of partially enclosed spaces, which are generally not to be 
considered as part ofthe two parking space per unit requirement. We would like to 
argue in favor of their inclusion in meeting the parking requirement, as the general 
logic for their exclusion (that the space may be used for storage or other purposes 
instead) is not reasonable in our case given the nature of the structure as open and 
accessible. We intend to include in the HOA documents a requirement that all 
residents use their assigned carport space for parking as opposed to any alternative 
uses. With this requirement on homeowners in place the developers see no reason 
for the exclusion of these spaces from the calculation of provided parking. 

Shading Calculation Explanation 

In perfonning the calculations for our compliance with the 20% shading 
requirement for the vehicle accommodation area (V AA), crown radius figures were 
utilized that credited the planted trees according to their actual, species-based 
crown radius, as opposed to applying the universal cro\Vtl radius of 15 for all trees 
regardless of ultimate size. This was a necessary methodology due to the fact that 
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southern lot would be a native landscaped pedestrian commons; with <generous 
plantings and a meandering walkway, that will be ofmuch greater utility to the . 
residents ofthe community than a clump of trees to the north of what would 
effectively be a giant parking lot surrounded by houses. Finally, it should be noted 
that if the trees were required to be maintained (and Veridia rendered impossible to 
build as a result) these trees could be easily removed by any future owner who 
wished to forest the land, or a developer developing the northern lot separately 
from the southern instead of combining them and maximizing open space as we 
propose. 

~ Tree Removal Justification 

Anumber of existing trees 18" or more in diameter will be removed from the site 
for the following reasons: 

Tract 1 (the southern plot) will need to be cleared ofall existing trees due to d~nse 
home construction coupled with horizontal work and an OW ASA easement down 
the middle of the community. The extremely tight configuration will not allow for 
the specified tree protection areas, and remaining trees would be heavily impacted 
and serve to shade planned solar thermal systems on the homes. 

Tract 2 (the northern plot) will require the removal of 41 trees greater than 18" 
within the planned road and sidewalk construction area, the carport areas, and the 
footprint ofthe underground water retention areas. Some trees within the planned 
playfield may be retained but, due to uncertainty ofthe level of impact on root 
systems, are being shown as removed. None of the trees present on the site are rare 
or ofspecial interest. 

Addi tional trees of less than 18" will also need to be removed for the above 
reasons. These trees are virtually all less than 5", predominantly scrub pines and 
deciduous trees less than 1", and are not of any rare or special interest. The 
developers intend to replant as many trees as possible given the restraints of the 
site post-developnlent. This includes numerous shade and buffer trees, as well as 
trees to be planted within a "natural playfield''1 area, pending approval for such an 
area from the Board of Aldermen. 

I 
Tract I Lot Existi

18" or> 
ng Trees 

17" or < 
To Be Removed 

18" or> 17" or < 
Tract 1 23 59 23 59 
Tract 2 41 278 41 278 
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r Easement Area I 
I 

I(Offsite - Sarita 
3 143 14

Lane & Charles 
D. James Jr.) I 

67 351Total 67 j 351 I 

<18" >18"Total Count ofTrees Greater than 111 on Veridia Project Parcel 
to Species Level 

I 
I 

4-127Acerrubrum Red Maple 
1 2i Acer saccharinum Silver Maple 
1ICarpinus caroliniana Ironweed I 

Carya glabra 6Pignut Hickory I 
1Castanea pumila Chinquepin 
1Catalpa speciosa Indian Cigar Tree 
1Comus florida Dogwood 
1Crataegus sp. Hawthorne 

Fagus grandifolia 1Beech 
Fraxinus americana 1American Ash 
Ilex decidua 1Possumhaw 

American Holly . Ilex opaca 2 
1Juniperus virginiana 38Red Cedar 

105i Liquidambar styracifiua 17 !Sweetgum 
!

Pinus echinata 1Shortleaf Pine 
Pinus taeda 54 37Loblolly Pine 
Pinus virginiana 8Virginia Pine 
Prunus serotina 1Wild Cherry 
Quercus marilandica 20 2Black-Jack Oak 
Quercus phellos 7 1Willow Oak 
Quercus stellata 4Post Oak 
Quercus velutina 6Black Oak 

! lHmus a1ata 48Winged Elm 
Ulmus americana 1American Elm 

337 64Total 

Parking Reduction Justification 
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the property). To provide access to these amenities, we are granting easements tIn 
perpetuity) from the northern lot to Veridia. The applicant already owns both 
parcels and grants a sewer easement from the northern lot to the existing trailer 
park. Our preference is for the northern lot to be subsumed under a conditional use 
rezoning such that it will be fully incorporated with Veridia, however, if the 
rezoning request is denied, ownership of the northern lot will remain with 
Sustainable Properties until such time as the Veridia HOA prefers that ownership 
be transferred to another entity. 

1- Secondary Constraints Encroachment 

As we learned relatively late in the approval process, there is a minor issue with 
our development ofthe northern lot as we are proposing. This centers around the 
fact that the wooded area on the northern lot is what is considered a "secondary 
constraint" and it is generally requested that developers set aside these "secondary 
constraint areas" as part of the open space required for the end use type to be 
constructed. The secondary constraint area as shown of the town's GIS covers a 
significant part of the northern lot, would prevent the construction of the 
improvements to that lot that make the remainder of the project possible~ and is not 
indicative of the tree cover that actually exists on the property. For these reasons 
we are asking the board to utilize the flexibility contained within the land use 
ordinance to grant us the ability to take out these trees and improve the northern lot 
as shown in our application. In addition to the above, there are several other 
considerations that the developers believe make this an eminently reasonable 
request. Firstly, the tree cover present on the northern lot does not fill the needs of 
the community which were the rationale for the creation of "secondary constraint 
areas" throughout Carrboro. The area is sparsely wooded with primarily large 
loblolly pines and scrub trees that offer minimal leafcover. In direct response to 
the objectives for maintaining open space as listed in the town's LUO: the 
intennittent clusters of trees are of little utility as a visual element (15-198al) or as 
a habitat for wildlife (15-198a3). The area is also not environmentally sensitive 
(15-198a2), historically or archaeologically significant (15-198a4), or useful for 
the purposes the purposes of walking or jogging (15-198a5). The developers assert 
that the area as it exists currently is largely nonfunctional for the purposes of open 
space, especially as compared to the proposed use for the parcel, which includes a 
20,000 square foot playfield as well as vegetable gardens and numerous plantings 
to nlaximize shading and year rOlUld color surrounding the drive and walkways. 
These improvements to the northern lot itself are coupled with the fact that the 
necessity ofhaving the drive isle on the northern lot (which is creating this issue) is 
only as a result ofnot wanting to have the drive isle down the middle ofthe 
community as it is in the existing case. In the proposed plan, this space on the 
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southern lot would be a native landscaped pedestrian commons, with generous 
plantings and a meandering walkway, that will be ofmuch greater utility to the 
residents ofthe community than a clump of trees to the north of what would 
effectively be a giant parking lot surrounded by houses. Finally, itshould be noted 
that if the trees were required to be maintained (and Veridia rendered impossible to 
build as a result) these trees could be easily removed by any future owner who 
wished to forest the land, or a developer developing the northern lot separately 
from the southern instead of combining them and maximizing open space as we 
propose. 

Tree Removal Justification 

A number of existing trees 18n or more in diameter will be removed from the site 
for the following reasons: 

Tract 1 (the southern plot) will need to be cleared of all existing trees due to dense 
home construction coupled with horizontal work and an OWASA easement down 
the middle of the community .. The extremely tight configuration will not allow for 
the specified tree protection areas, and remaining trees would be heavily impacted 
and serve to shade planned solar thermal systems on the homes. 

Tract 2 (the northern plot) will require the removal of41 trees greater than 18" 
within the planned road and sidewalk construction area, the carport areas, and the 
footprint ofthe underground water retention areas. Some trees within the planned 
playfleld may be retained bu~) due to uncertainty of the level of impact on root 
systems, are being shown as removed. None of the trees present on the site are rare 
or of special interest. 

Additional trees of less than 18" will also need to be removed for the above 
. reasons. These trees are virtually all less than 5", predominantly scrub pines and 

deciduous trees less than 1", and are not of any rare or special interest. The 
developers intend to replant as many trees as possible given the restraints of the 
site post-development. This includes numerous shade and buffer trees, as well as 
trees to be planted within a "natural playfleld" area, pending approval for such an 
area from the Board of Aldennen. 

I Tract / Lot Existing Trees To Be Removed 
18" or> L 17" or < 18" or> 17" or < 

I Tract 1 23 59 23 59 
l Tract 2 41 278 41 278 

I 
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AIS statement regarding the proposed Architectural style of the Veridia homes 

The Veridia homes are 1100 to 1350 square feet two and three bedroom single family 

detached units. They are two and three stories in height to minimize the footprint and 

maximize open space. Many of the homes have a master bedroom on the first floor to 

accommodate the aging sector of our population. 


The homes are designed to Energy Star standards and include water saving devices such 

as 1.28 gallon per flush toilets and low flow showerheads and sink faucets. 


The architectural style is a derivation of the classic mill house architecture in Carrboro. 

The roofs have a 10/12 pitch on the main structure and lower pitches on.the porch roofs, 

The houses are based a 14 ft structural module and have gable roofs. 

The siding is clapboard with a 5" exposure with 3" comer boards at each corner. At the 

gable there is a 7" rake board and on the eave side there is a corresponding T' trim board 

at the soffit. The rafter ends are exposed adding visual texture to roof overhang. 


The windows for the most part have a vertical proportion broken up occasionally with 

small round and square windows. Windows have trim boards articulated to add interest 

And the color selection for siding roofs and trim will be a rich selection of natural tones. 


All homes have porches to protect doorways and provide out door living possibilities 

. Each home has an entry court yard aDd a covered out door storage area for bicycles and 

motor scooters. 

The carport are utilitarian as t~eir primary function is to support the 100 KW PV array 
They are open structures with an enclosed storage closet in the rear. The closets will be 
sided in the same manner as the homes. 

Giles Blunden ... architect 
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15-177 Architectural Standards for Veridia 

(1) Landscape and site. 

a. Site buildings in· a manner sensitive to the existing natural environment .and land forms. Minimize 
clearing and alteration ofexisting topography. 

Buildings are sited in the only layout feasible given the density ofthe parcel in conjunction with the 
necessary public easements~ stonnwater retention devices, access requirements, and playfield/open 
space requirement. 

b. Site buildings .or provide screening to avoid the visibility .of buildings I rear facades fr.om public 

streets. 


Semi~transparent screening is present along the street frontage of the site and buildings rear facades 
do not face the street. 

c, Avoid monolithic and unarticulated walls and bUildingsfacing the public realm. 

The only waH facing the street is composed of semi..transparent bamboo panels articuJated by metal 
pipe connectors that offset the individual panels and provide a sense of depth to the structure. 

d Mechanical, communication, and electrical equipment shall be screenedfrom neighbors and 
public ways through the use oflandscaping or byfences/screens made ofmaterials that complement 
the design ofthe house, 

All utilities will be placed underground and thus be shielded from view. AU stormwater retention 
structures are also to be placed underground, maximizing usable open space for the residents and 
eliminating the eyesore usually associated with those features. Electrical transformers will be 
screened from neighboring properties. 

e. Garage entries should not visually dominate the house !s primary entrance. and shall have visual 
separation from the main jar;ade. 

Veridia features no attached garages. 

f Locate and specify exterior and street lighting to minimize the impact on neighbors. Fixtures shall 
not project light above the horizontal plane. 

See lighting plan. 

g. Address the transition between street and primary en/ranee through pathways that consider 
changes oflight. sound, direction, surface, or grade level, i.e. through the use o/benches, fencing, or 
low walls connected to the bUilding. 

The primary ingress and egress to the homes in Veridia will be through tbe pedestrian commons, 
which is, in itself, a significant element featuring a meandering light duty path for bike and 
pedestrian traffic, garden areas, and ultimately will feature periodic benches and local sculpture. 
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h. Use variable setbacks and modulate the streetscape. 

Setbacks from the private drive and property Hnes are variable within a relatively small range that 
still allows for the p"lacement of utility access, stonnwater grading, and the OWASA easement. The 
combination ofdifferential pl,acement and varied house design including variable footprints and both 
two and three story houses should provide an aesthetically pleasing streetscape from the private drive 
and especially from the interior of the pedestrian commons. 

(2) Context. 

a. Address the overall plan ofthe subdivision in terms ofrhythm, building heights, patterns. spacing, 
form, scalej maSSing, materials, andproportion. 

The overall plan of the subdivision is dictated largely by the constraints of the site, however great 
efforts have been made to make the space as ulivable" as possible by utilizing varied building heights 
and placements within the building envelopes. BuUding heights vary from two to three stories and 
typically alternate from two to three when moving down each row of homes, providing a relief from 
the sense of a monolithic wall of homes. The width to height ratios anow spaces between the homes 
and give an additional sense of relief to the relatively dense construction. Home entrances are placed 
roughly 60 feet apart across the pedestrian commons and 30-40 feet from home to home within rows, 
which has been identified as an ideal spacing for "human scale" development and is similar spacing 
to that used in frontier villages to provide ease ofcontact with neighbors without the sense ofover
crowding. The min-era theme of the home design will compliment the naturally vegetated common 
area and will ultimately provide what the developers envision as a lively and very aesthetically 
pleasing central space which residents and visitors will enjoy utilizing. 

b. Address the placement ofbuildings in relationship to one anotherj ' their height. orientation, and 
spacing. 

Homes are situated in two rows, vary between two and three stories, are oriented north-south and 
front on the internal pedestrian commons. Homes within rows are located six feet apart from 
overhang to overhang and roughly ten feet from wall to wall. 

c. Address the vertical-to-horizontal proportions ofthe elements ofeach individual house, and the 
relationship ofthese proportions from one house to another. 

The two primary footprints/exterior envelopes have inverted proportions with the Golden Sun having 
a height of roughly 26 feet and a frontal width of 35 feet and the Solarisl Apogee having a 35 foot 
height and 26 foot frontal width. These proportions in conjunction with the actual footprints of the 
homes allow their placement in an alternating pattern maximizing density but providing a varied 
visual scene. 

d. Address the relationship ofthe roofofone building to the next in rhythm. form, texture. detail, and 
shelter, with attention to color; materials, and pitch and to features such as soffits; rafler ends, 
vaults, overhangs. dormers, cornices, venlSj faSCias; gutters. and eaves. 

The roofs have a 10/12 pitch on the main structure and lower pitches on the porch roofs. The houses 
are based on a ] 4 ft structural module and have gable roofs. At the gable there is a T' rake board and 
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on the eave side there is a corresponding 7" trim hoard at the soffit. The rafter ends are exposed 
adding visual texture to roof overhang. Roof color is planned to be based on earth tones which will 
not clash amongst homes or with the intended aesthetic of the internal gardens/pedestrian commons. 

e. Provide human scale in massing and building elements. 

As discussed in other sections, the community as a whole is centered around a human scale 
development style, with house dimensions, placement and access and amenities being catered to an 
active population who will interact within the community without need for vehicular transport. 

(3) BuUding design elements. 

a. Provide a minimum offour significantly different sets ofelevations ifthe subdivision contains five 
or six houses, jive sets ifseven or eight houses~ six sets ifnine or ten houses and seven sets ifeleven 
or twelve housesJand eight sets ijthirteen or fourteen houses, to ensure variability ofdesign. 
Subdivisions offifteen or more houses must have a minimum ofnine differing elevations. 

Building elevations will be provided ASAP. 

b. Create recognizable primary entrances, using, for example. entry placement, front and side 
porches, trellises, hedges, fences, and walls. 

Front and side porches are utilized to delineate the primary entrances of the homes, fences will be 
used to provide separation of spaces along the backs ofhomes and plantings will ultimately highlight 
pedestrian paths and access to the homes. 

c. Address the architectural rhythm a/solids to voids infrontfllfades, exterior walls, bUildings on the 
streets, and entrance and/or porch projection. 

An alternation between the north-south positioning of the homes and placement of some homes 
within pockets created by the footprints of neighboring homes in conjunction with inteUigent 
placement ofpatios and entrances provides each home with ready access to pedestrian, bike and 
vehicular transportation options while not creating a cookie cutter feel. As the homes are not attached 
there is varied occurrence of sol id and void elements within the facades of the homes, whether 
viewed from the street or internally from the pedestrian commons. 

d. Addressfat;ade reliefas provided by corner trim, porch trim~ window and door trim, door panels, 
transoms, frames, surrounds, shutters, muntins, moldings, corbelling, cornices, gables, columns, 
casings, vents~ fabric awnings, and roofs. Specify materials and dimensions. 

Windows have trim boards articulated to add interest. The color selection for siding roofs and trim will be 
a rich selection of natural tones. All homes have porches to protect doorways and provide outdoor living 
possibilities. Each home has an entry court yard and a covered outdoor storage area for bicycles and 
motor scooters. The metal roofs have a 1 Q/12 pitCh on the main structure and lower pitches on the porch 
roofs. The houses are based on a 14 ft structural module and have gable roofs. The siding is clapboard 
with a 5" exposure with 3" corner boards at each corner. At the gable there is a 7" rake board and on the 
eave side there is a corresponding 7" trim board at the soffit. The rafter ends are exposed adding visual 
texture to roof overhang. 
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e. Specify the design ofdoors and windows, and their spacing, placement. proportion, scale, 

orientation, and size. 


The windows for the Illost part have a vertical proportion broken up occasionally with small 
rOlUld and square windows. Most windows are roughly four feet on the vertical dimension and 
two to three on the horizontal. They primarily oriented toward the north and south ends (front 
and rear) of the homes as the homes are located much closer to one another on the sides. This 
also provides for maximal day-lighting from the predominantly southerly sun incidence. 

f Address the design and character ofall exterior walls andfoundatiol1S, including their functional 
and decorative features, materials, details, and proportions in relation to the entire building. 

Exterior walls are to be made of hardy plank or similar cementitious siding material which will be 
colored in earth tones to compliment the planting scheme and roof colors, also anticipated to be in 
muted earth tones. The siding is clapboard with a 5" exposure with 3" corner boards at each corner. 
This provides a horlzontal element to offset the largely vertical feel of the three story homes. The 
foundations are to be slab on grade and not feature prominently as a visual eJement. 
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Veridia Opinion Letter to the Carborro Board of Aldennen from Giles BIWlden 

Dear Mayor and Council members 

Veridia is a neighborhood that Carrboro will be proud of when it is complete and will 
serve the new homeowners exceptionally well. 

With the average size of the homes being about 1350 square feet Veridia will be 
providing Carrboro with affordable homes that will have very low utility costs. The initial 
sales price of the Veridia homes could be reduced to make them cheaper at the expense of 
quality and energy efficiency and still meet contemporary standards. I don't believe this 
reduction in sales price would be the best investment for the buyer. Building to Energy 
Star standards costs more up front but that incremental cost increase will be paid back 
many times over with reduced water and electric bills. 

In addition to Energy efficiency Veridia is proposing a 100 Kilowatt neighborhood solar 
electric generating system. Again this does add a small cost to the sales price ofeach 
home but the income produced from the system over it's 40 year life will significantly 
reduce the individual homeowners HOA therefore providing long tenn savings to the 
home owners not to mention a significant contribution to renewable energy generation in 
our community. 

Rezoning Veridia to R-2 is in the best interest ofthe potential new home owners. This 
rezoning will allow the homes to be sold as Fee Simple properties rather than 
Condominiums. In the current depressed housing market condominiums are not seen by 
the banks to be as solid an investment as fee simple homes and therefore condominium 
mortgages are more difficult and expensive to secure. It is also my opinion that over time 
the fee simple homes will have a somewhat higher property tax evaluation which will 
increase Carrboro's Tax base without increasing services. 

The current trailer park does indeed provide very affordable housing but at a significant 
cost in public services for policing. The trailer park has served the community well but it 
is no longer a viable business. The infrastructure has been pieced together over time and 
is only marginally sufficient and the trailers are old and poorly insulated. It does not 
make economic sense to spend the money to bring the park up to today's high standards. 
Ifone did so the rents one would have to charge to payoff the costs would be higher than 
people would be willing to pay to rent a trailer. 

Giles Blooden architect 





ATTACHMENTQ 

TOWN OF CARRBORO 

NORTH CAROLINA 

April 15, 2011 

RE: Rezoning of approximately 4.66 acres identified as 810 Old Fayetteville Road and 
Orange County PIN 9779017345 and 9779017407 

I, Patricia J. McGuire, do certify that I did cause to have mailed on April 15, 2011, by first 
class mail, letters informing the owners and non-owner occupants ofproperties within 1,000 
feet of the proposed rezoning parcel of the schedule and proposal to rezone from R-20, 
(Residential, 20,000 square feet per dwelling unit) to R-2-CU (Residential, 2,000 square 
feet per dwelling unit). 

A copy of the mailing labels or mailing list used for this purpose indicating the person, 
where applicable, or addresses to whom the notices were sent are attached . 

. 
-Pd-~ 9- 'j!t, ~ 

Patricia J. McGuire 04115/2010 
Planning Administrator 

Planning Department .Planning Division 

301 West Main Street, Carrboro, NC 27510. (919) 918-7327. FAX (919) 918-4454. TDD 1-800-826-7653 


AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 
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SUMMARY SHEET OF TAFF AND DVI ORY BOARD 

REeo DATIO S 


CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT FOR VERlDIA AlS 

T F RECOMME DATI 0 S 

StaffRecommendation (wI Explanation: Staffrecommendlltions, prillUlrUy 
Advisory Board QPport h r related 10 LUO compliance, are repre. ented hy #s 
appJicabl ) 1-24 below. 1/an adv· Dry board voted 10 

, uppori' tl,e siaffrecomllU!ndation, II,en uch 
board is Ii ted after taff ill the le/t""I,and column. 

Recommended by Recommendatio 
-

Staff, TAB, EAB 1. That 35 of the 39 homes shall be offered for 
a pre-construction base price of less than 
$300,000. To secure a home at this rate, 
interested buyers must pay a deposit and 
meet the "qualified buyer" lending 
requirements of the financial institution 
funding the project's development. Upon 
being offered a home at this price, a 
potential buyer may choose to negotiate 
with the seller the purchase of a home at a 
higher price established relative to the 
market value of desired modifications and 
additions to the base price home's 
offerings. This restriction shall remain for 
any sales realized prior to construction 
beginning or within a one-year period 
following construction plan approval, 
whichever comes first. After the restriction 
expires, the maximum base price may 
increase three-percent (3%) annually to 
allow for inflation and building cost 
increases. 

Staff, TAB, EAB 2. That the construction plans and final plat 
for the project must exhibit compliance 
with LUO Section 15-188, as written at the 
time of each respective approval. 

Staff, TAB, EAB 3. That prior to construction plan approval, 
the applicant receive a driveway permit 
from NCDOT. 

SUMMARY SHEET OF STAFF AND ADVISORY BOARD RECOMMENDATIONS pg: 1 
CONDITIONAL USEPERMIT- VERIDIAAISCUP 
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Staff, TAB, EAB 4. That the Board of Aldermen finds the 
provision of 68 parking spaces, within 
carport bays and parallel and perpendicular 
to the driveway, sufficient to serve Veridia 
development's 39 single-family homes. 
The Board makes this finding based on 
information provided by the applicant 
noting proximity to schools, shopping, 
parks, and a bus stop. 

Staff, TAB, EAB 5. That the ROA documents for the 
development must include provisions 
requiring that the carport bay areas must 
remain available for parking of a vehicle. 

Staff, TAB, EAB 6. That the applicant shall provide to the 
Zoning Division, prior to the recordation of 
the final plat for the project or before the 
release of a bond if some features are not 
yet in place at the time of the recording of 
the final plat, Mylar and digital as-builts for 
the stormwater features of the proj ect. 
Digital as-builts shall be in DXF format and 
shall include a base map of the whole project 
and all separate plan sheets. As-built DXF 
files shall include all layers or tables 
containing storm drainage features. Storm 
drainage features will be clearly delineated in 
a data table. The data will be tied to 
horizontal controls. 

Staff, TAB, EAB 7. That prior to construction plan and final 
plat approvals, the developer shall submit 
detailed stormwater system maintenance 
information: maintenance and operations 
plan and manual, maintenance agreement, 
etc, in accordance with the requirements of 
LUO Section 15-263.1. The information 
must be reviewed and approved by the 
Town Engineer, Town Attorney, and 
Environmental Planner. Upon approval, 
the plans shall be included in the 

Staff, TAB, EAB 8. 
homeowners' association documentation. 
That the construction entrance for the 
project must be clearly identified on the 

Staff, TAB, EAB 9. 
construction plans. 
That the construction plans must call for a 
specific and acceptable type of inlet 
protection along Old Fayetteville Road. 

SUMMARY SHEET OF STAFF AND ADVISORY BOARD RECOMMENDATIONS pg: 2 
CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT- VERIDIA AIS CUP 
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Staff, TAB, EAB 10. That the developer provide a final, written 
statement from the electrical utility stating 
that electric service can be provided to all 
locations shown on the construction plans 
prior to the approval of the construction 
plans. 

Staff, TAB, EAB 11. That fire flow calculations and building
sprinkler design (as required) must be 
submitted and approved by the Town 
Engineer and Town Fire Department prior 
to construction plan approval. 

Staff, TAB, EAB 12. That the applicant work with staff during 
construction to establish a 'natural' 
playfield. The field may contain a small 
number of trees but must remain clear 
enough to reasonably allow for play and 
sports activities. 

Staff, TAB, EAB 13. That all proposed recreation facilities and 
areas shall be marked 'private' on the 
construction plans and final plat. 

Staff, TAB, EAB 14. That the subdivision must comply with the 
requirements ofLUO Section 15
177(d)(3)(a), which specifies a minimum 
number of nine (9) different significantly 
different house plans, i.e. elevation sets. 
The elevations must be incorporated into 
the plans before the construction plans may 
be approved. 

Staff, TAB, EAB 15. That the applicant must obtain a CAPS 
certificate for the project from the Chapel 
Hill-Carrboro City Schools System prior 
to construction plan approval. 

Staff, TAB, EAB 16. That the final version of the homeowner's 
association documents must be reviewed 
and approved by the Town Attorney. The 
documents shall not preclude the use of 
clotheslines on private lots within the 
subdivision. 

Staff, TAB, EAB 17. That the applicant must obtain all necessary 
temporary and permanent easements prior 
to construction plans approval. 

SUMMARY SHEET OF STAFF AND ADVISORY BOARD RECOMMENDATIONS pg: 3 
CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT- VERIDIA AIS CUP 
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Staff, TAB, EAB 18. For non-LU~ required infrastructure, 
including but not limited to the project's 
solar array, the applicant must either install 
the features or submit a performance 
security in accordance with the town's 
process for bonding, prior to the issuance of 
the project's 26th building permit. 

Staff, TAB, EAB 19. That prior to final plat approval, the 
applicant must display a site plan and erect 
disclosure signs on-site, adhering to the 
requirements ofLUO Sections 15-83.1 and 
-83.2. 

ADVI ORY BOARD COMMJ!~~T~ I RECO DATIO 

Additional Advisory Do rd 
Com men & Recommendatio : 

Explanalion: Comments and recollUllentiafiollS o/eJy 
from advisory boards /ouow. IIa conwlent involves 
LUO interpretation, then the appUcalJ/e LUO 
eclio,,~ ~ are noted parenthetically. Otl.erwise, the 

Board may wi b to consider comments In the con/ext 
ofpublic health, a/ely, or welfare finding. Staff 
generally does not endorse nor re/llIe comment. from 
advisory boards. 

Reeomm nded by R~oQ1mendations 

EAB EAB recommends that a variety of deciduous trees 
be planned for the recreation play area. 

TAB l. That the developer provide bicycle and 
pedestrian connectivity to the public streets 
(i.e. Lisa Dr. and Rainbow Dr.) near the 
eastern end of the property. 

TAB 2. That the storage sheds for individual units 
be constructed in such a way as to 
accommodate multiple bicycles. 

PB Comments not yet received. 

AC No comments. 

ESC No comments. 

SUMMARY SHEET OF STAFF AND ADVISORY BOARD RECOMMENDATIONS pg: 4 
CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT- VERIDIA AIS CUP 
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TOWN OF CARRBORO 


CONDITIONAL OR SPECIAL USE PERMIT 

WORKSHEET 


~~____________ = .................................... .... _ _ .. .......~~ .............. ~ ~,__ .,,,".,, ......... ~ ... =. . ••• " "."."."... "."." .••._" ... _'ww •• ""~._..... , _ •••, _ • ••••••••••• •~ r~ _ _ .~~ . • ····· ••·· •·· • •• - . ) 


I. 	 COMPLETENESS OF APPLICATION 
D The application is complete 
D The application is incomplete 

-
II. 	 COMPLIANCE WITH THE ORDINANCE REQUIREMENTS 

D The application complies with all applicable requirements of the Land Use 
Ordinance 

D 	The application is not in compliance with all applicable requirements of the 
Land Use Ordinance for the following reasons: 

\ 
In. CONSIDERATION OF PROPOSED CONDITIONS 

(*Note: Please clarify for staff, where applicable, whether any discussion points 
are to be included as Permit Conditions. Informal agreements or understandings 
are not necessarily binding. *) 

If the application is granted, the permit shall be issued subject to the following 
conditions: 

1. 	 The applicant shall complete the development strictly in accordance with the 
plans submitted to and approved by this Board, a copy of which is filed in 
the Carrboro Town Hall. Any deviations from or changes in these plans 
must be submitted to the Development Review Administrator in writing and 
specific written approval obtained as provided in Section 15-64 of the Land 
Use Ordinance. 

2. 	 If any of the conditions affixed hereto or any part thereof shall be held 
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invalid or void, then this permit shall be void and of no effect. 

IV. 	 GRANTING THE APPLICATION 
D 	 The application is granted, subject to the conditions agreed upon under 

Section III of this worksheet. 

V. 	 DENYING THE APPLICATION 
D The application is denied because it is incomplete for the reasons set 

forth above in Section 1. 
D The application is denied because it fails to comply with the Ordinance 

requirements set forth above in Section II. 
D 	 The application is denied because, if completed as proposed, the development 

more probably than not: 

1. 	Will materially endanger the public health or safety for the following 
reasons: 

2. Will substantially injure the value of adjoining or abutting property for the 
following reasons: 

3. Will not be in harmony with the area in which it is to be located for the 
following reasons: 

4. 	Will not be in general conformity with the Land Use Plan, Thoroughfare 
Plan, or other plans officially adopted by the Board of Aldermen for the 
following reasons: 



TOWN OF CARRBORO
 

PLANNING BOARD
 
301 West Main Street, Carrboro, North Carolina 27510 

RECOMMENDATION 

THURSDAY, APRIL 21, 2011 

Land Use Ordinance Map Amendment--Rezoning of 810 Old Fayetteville Road
 
From R-20 to R-2-CU
 

Motion was made by Clinton and seconded by Rodgers that the Planning Board recommends that the Board of
 
Aldermen approve the rezoning request for 810 Old Fayetteville Road from R-20 to R-2-CU to support the
 
redevelopment of a 39-unit mobile home park into a 39-10t architecturally integrated subdivision subject to the
 
land use permit application, conditional rezoning/CUP drawings, and the conditions specified in the
 
accompanying CUP recommendation.
 

VOTE:
 
AYES: (7) Barton, Clinton, Killeen, Poulton, Rodgers, Seils, Williams; NOES: (0)
 
ABSENTIEXCUSED: (1) Jaimeyfield; ABSTENTIONS: (0)
 

Associated Findings
 

By a unanimous show of hands, the Planning Board membership also indicated that no members have any
 
financial interests that would pose a conflict of interest to the adoption of this amendment.
 

Furthermore, the Planning Board finds that the proposed map amendment is consistent with Carrboro Vision
 
2020 policy 2.11 related to the manner and impact of infill development; policy 2.22 related to density and open
 
space; policy 2.52 related to the construction of a diverse housing stock; and policy 4.51 related to the
 
installation of sidewalks and bicycle paths in new developments.
 

Finally, the Planning Board finds that the proposed map amendment is not consIstent with Carrboro Vision 2020
 
policy 6.18 related to affordable housing. However, this lack of consistency may not be an overriding concern
 
when considered alongside the lack of sustainability of the current land use and the value that the proposed
 
development will offer b-y providing housing stock not otherwise available in Carrboro.
 

Motion in support of these findings was made by Clinton and seconded by Poulton.
 

VOTE:
 
AYES: (7) Barton, Clinton, Killeen, Poulton, Rodgers, Seils, Williams; NOES: (0)
 
ABSENTIEXCUSED: (1) Jaimeyfield; ABSTENTIONS: (0)
 



TOWN OF CARRBORO
 

PLANNING BOARD
 
301 West Main Street, Carrboro, North Carolina 27510 

RECOMMENDATION
 

THURSDAY, ApRIL 21, 2011 

Veridia AIS Conditional Use Permit 

Motion was made by Poulton and seconded by Barton that the Planning Board concurs with the proposed 
findings and conditions in the April 7, 2011, staff report, except for conditions 6 and 13. 

With regard to the staff's proposed condition 6, the Planning Board believes that there are alternative 
means of achieving shading of impervious surfaces that do not interfere with solar devices, and the 
Land Use Ordinance should reflect this fact. 

With regard to the staff's proposed condition 13, the Planning Board encourages flexibility in the 
establishment of a "natural" play field, considering the proximity of the play fields on the McDougle 
schools property and the need to mask the appearance of the north side of the carport. 

The Planning Board makes the following additional recommendations: 

That the applicant honor the community's commitment to "consider the impact of its ordinances and 
policies on the well-being of its most vulnerable citizens" by making a good faith effort to mitigate the 
impacts of this development on the residents of the existing mobile home park. 

That the Board of Aldermen not require the applicant to set aside all secondary constrained areas on 
the property as open space. 

That the applicant ensure that each storage area in the carport bays be large enough to accommodate at 
least 2 bicycles. 

That the applicant consider narrowing the asphalt walkway through the center of the development to 6 
feet. 

Finally, the Planning Board reiterates its observation from the concept plan stage that the development is 
well thought out and has a number of amenities·that we like to encourage in Carrboro. 

VOTE: 
AYES: .(7) Barton, Clinton, Killeen, Poulton, Rodgers, Seils, Williams; NOES: (0) 
ABSENTIEXCUSED: (1) Jaimeyfield; ABSTENTIONS: (0) 

4/25/11 



TOWN OF CARRBORO
 

301 West Main Street, Carrboro, North Carolina 27510 

RECOMMENDATION
 

THURSDAY, APRIL 21, 2011 

LAND USE ORDINANCE TEXT AMENDMENT REGARDING SUBDIVISION
 
COVENANTS AND ENERGY AND WATER CONSERVATION
 

Motion was made by Clinton and seconded by Barton that the Planning Board recommends that the Board 
ofAldermen approve the draft ordinance entitled 
"AN ORDINANCE AMENDING THE CARRBORO LAND USE ORDINANCE TO PROVIDE THAT 
SUBDIVISION RESTRICTIVE COVENANTS MAY NOT PROHBIT THE ORDERLY INSTALLATION OF 
DEVICES THAT GENERATE OR CONSERVE ENERGY THROUGH THE USE OF RENEWABLE 
RESOURCES OR THAT CAPTURE, STORE, OR REUSE WATER." 

VOTE: AYES: (7) Barton, Clinton, Killeen, Poulton, Rodgers, Seils, and Williams 
ABSENT/EXCUSED: (1) Jaimeyfield; NOES: (0); ABSTENTIONS: (0) 

Associated Findings 

By a unanimous show of hands, the Planning Board membership also indicated that no members have any 
financial interests that would pose a conflict of interest to the adoption ofthis·amendment. 

Furthermore, the Planning Board of the Town of Carrboro finds that the proposed text amendment is 
consistent with Carrboro Vision 2020 policy specified in Policy 5.51 related to the Town's promotion of 
every available means of energy conservation. 

Motion in support of this finding was made by Barton and seconded by Rodgers. 

VOTE: AYES: (7) Barton, Clinton, Killeen, Poulton, Rodgers, Seils, and Williams 
ABSENTIEXcUSED: (1) Jaimeyfield; NOES: (0); ABSTENTIONS: (0) 





TOWN OF CARRBORO 

TRANSPORTATION ADVISORY BOARD 

RECOMMENDATION 

April 7, 2011 

SUBJECT: Veridia Architecturally Integrated Subdivision at 810 Old Fayetteville Road 
Conditional Use Rezoning & Conditional Use Pennit Application 

MOTION: The Transportation Advisory Board recommends that the Board of Aldennen 
approve the rezoning request for 810 Old Fayetteville Road from R-20 to R-2-CU to 
support the re-development of a 39-unit mobile home park into a 39-10t architecturally 
integrated subdivision subject to the land use pennit application, conditional 
rezoning/CUP drawings, and specified .conditions noted below. 

1. 	 That the developer provide bicycle and pedestrian connectivity to the public 
streets (i.e. Lisa Dr. and Rainbow Dr.) near the eastern end of the property. 

2. 	 That the storage sheds for individual units be constructed in such a way as to 
accommodate multiple bicycles. 

Moved: Michler 

Second: Perry 

VOTE: Ayes (5): Lajeunesse, Michler, Perry, Curtis, Stolka. Nays (0). Abstain (0). 
Absent (2): Krasnov, Pergolotti. 

1 / tel 111 
TAB Chair 	 DATE 
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